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FOREWORD
Throughout human history, people have always been intrigued by the idea o f 
understanding thoughts from others w ithou t using speech or signs. In the 19th and 
20th century m ind reading was even studied by empirical psychologists. W hile this 
early work remained in the realm o f pseudoscience, the  idea has not become less 
attractive, and has been w ide ly used in literature and filmmaking. A  num ber o f 
celebrated fictional characters possess the  m ind reading ability, and the mechanics o f 
m ind reading invented by fic tion authors vary widely.
W hat if Science fiction antic ipated the future? In the  end, technologies very sim ilar 
to  solar power, cell-phones and the in te rnet had been referenced by sci-fi authors long 
before they became reality. Can humans acquire the  ab ility  to  read minds? It remains 
highly unlikely tha t our sensory systems can be used to  physically sense thoughts o f 
others. Instead, however, a device could be constructed tha t monitors the neuronal 
activ ity in one's brain, decodes it, and transform s it in to a form  tha t is meaningful to  
others. One can imagine tha t w ith recent advances in neuroscience and engineering 
such a device could become a reality in the  near future.
In the  series o f experiments reported in th is thesis I explore the possib ility to  
"read" mental states related to  semantic processing from neuroimaging data. Looking 
beyond the practical im plications o f th is work, I address a number o f theoretical 
questions on the  neurob io logy o f the  semantic system. In the  fo llow ing six chapters o f 
th is book I w ill outline  how w orking towards identify ing  neural signatures o f concepts 




an increasingly abstract representation of a concrete object. Besides, based on a large 
body of neuroimaging evidence, the authors suggest that inferior parietal cortex (angular 
and supramarginal gyri) is also functionally involved in conceptual processing, although 
the role of these regions is unclear (Binder and Desai 2011).
In addition, Binder and Desai include prefrontal regions in the model. They suggest 
that portions o f prefrontal cortex are functionally connected to  the tem poroparieta l 
hub and are critically involved in semantic processing. Indeed, integration o f sensory 
inform ation, possibly supported by the convergence zones, cannot explain the flex ib ility  
afforded by the human conceptual system. According to  Binder (2011), dorsom edial 
prefrontal cortices and anterior and ventral aspects of the inferior frontal gyrus provide 
top-dow n control o f the semantic storage and coordinate goal-directed selection and 
retrieval o f knowledge. Thus, the discussion o f the role of prefrontal cortex in semantic 
cognition extends Binder's model beyond the "hub and spoke" framework.
Predictive coding
An alternative interpretation o f the in tegration o f prefrontal, tem poral and sensory 
areas is provided by the notion o f predictive coding (Rao and Ballard 1999). Under 
this in terpretation, perception can be seen as inference (Barlow 1990), where an 
internal model o f the w orld is updated as sensory inform ation comes in. Perception 
is, hence, not a process driven purely by bo ttom -up  inform ation bu t rather is driven 
by top-dow n processes whose predictions are adjusted in the face o f new data. The 
pred ictive  coding framework makes exp lic it assumptions about how this mechanism 
is instantiated, where prediction units provide representationally-specific in form ation 
in a top-dow n fashion and error units relay prediction errors to  downstream areas 
by com paring predicted with observed sensory input data. In this sense, prefrontal 
areas could be seen as representing first causes, leading to  downstream activation 
o f conceptual areas in tem poral cortex and, ultimately, in early sensory areas (de-W it 
e t al. 2010). Given this in terpreta tion, cross-modal integration can be seen as the 
simultaneous top-dow n activation of m ultip le  sensory areas given predictions about 
objects in the world (see Clark (2013) fo r a thorough overview).
Semantic categories
One o f the basic properties o f the conceptual system is its categorical organization. 
Imagine seeing a dog on the Street. Even though dogs can vary in size, shape and 
colour, we im m ediately recognize a new animal as a dog if its attributes fall within 
our learned boundaries fo r this conceptual category. The ab ility  of the brain to 
bu ild  categories and to  generalize across objects w ith similar sensory and functional 
properties enables us to  recognize and memorize new objects efficiently.
Developmental studies show tha t perceptual categorization develops during 
the first months o f life. By seven months, infants understand differences between 
categories o f common objects. For example, when presented with toy m odels 
o f animals, vehicles and furn iture, infants o f this age can group them according to
16
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the  category (Mandler 2004). N ine-m onth-o lds also d ifferentiate objects tha t are 
perceptually highly similar, such as to y  m odels o f birds and airplanes. Interestingly, 
at th is age infants still make errors in d iffe ren tia ting  fishes from  dogs (M andler 2004). 
This suggests tha t basic categories such as living versus non-living objects are form ed 
earlier in developm ent than fine-gra ined sub-categories.
Further evidence fo r the  categorical organization o f semantic mem ory comes from 
neurological observations on patients w ith category-specific semantic deficits. This 
kind o f semantic im pairm ent can be caused by a stroke or herpes infection (W arrington 
and Shallice 1984; W arrington and McCarthy 1987; Hart et al. 1985; Hodges e t al. 
1992; Lambon Ralph e t al. 2007). Patients suffering from  this condition lose the  ab ility  
to  understand and produce names o f objects from a particular dom ain, e.g. living 
th ings, w hile know ledge about o ther domains is relatively preserved.
Finally, the notion o f categorical organization o f semantic m em ory is supported 
by functional neuroimaging studies. M u ltip le  studies have reported differentia l 
activation fo r stimuli from d iffe ren t semantic domains in in ferior tem pora l regions o f 
the brain (Perani e t al. 1995; Martin e t al. 1996; Chao e t al. 1999; Chao and Martin 
2000; Mahon and Caramazza 2009; Caramazza and Shelton 1998; Martin and Chao 
2001; Gerlach 2007). Inferior tem poral cortex takes part in visual processing, and 
constitu tes the ventral visual stream, which is associated w ith ob ject recognition and 
shape representation. Many researchers share the view tha t the observed category- 
specific topography in the ventral visual stream reflects visual dimensions th a t vary 
across categories, such as an object's shape o r a visual m otion pattern; in this view  the 
category-specific ity is simply an epiphenom enon and arises from the fact tha t objects 
w ith sim ilar perceptual properties be long to  the  same semantic dom ain (Lloyd-Jones 
and Humphreys 1997; Humphreys and Forde 2001; Humphreys and Riddoch 2003; 
Haxby e t al. 2001; Kiefer and Pulvermüller 2012). In contrast, it has been proposed 
tha t the  sensitivity to  semantic categories is innate in the sense tha t it is grounded 
in endogenous constraints on brain connectiv ity (Caramazza and Shelton 1998; O p 
de Beeck 2010; Mahon and Caramazza 2011). In this view, the evolution o f the  brain 
has shaped the neuronal substrate to  e ffic iently accom m odate inform ation about 
certain conceptual domains. Supporters o f th is hypothesis note tha t such kind o f 
predisposition in the brain structure m ost p robably exists fo r semantic dom ains that 
are evolutionary old and relevant fo r survival, e.g. the distinction between living and 
non-liv ing th ings o ra  conceptual category o f tools.
METHODS: BRAIN DECODING TECHNIQUES
Analysis o f neuroimaging datasets, relies on statistical inference approaches. The brain 
signal is sampled repeatedly under certain experim ental conditions and a statistical 
model is app lied to  decide if the variance in the  measured signal can be related to  the 
contrast o f interest. Neuroim aging data are always m ultid im ensional -  irrespectively 
o f the experim ental technique the  brain signal is sampled at m ultip le  locations over
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m ultip le  tim e points. In a conventional statistical analysis m ultip le  statistical tests are 
perform ed fo r each individual location and tim e po in t and the  statistical conclusions 
are drawn u n d e rth e  assumption tha t individual points are independent (Friston e t al. 
1994). W hile such a univariate approach reveals local differences between conditions 
in functional activity, it ignores the tem poral and spatial structure in the  brain data. For 
example, in fMRI2, com plex interrelationships between the  BOLD signal3 at d ifferent 
locations w ould  be hidden from univariate analysis. Similarly, EEG4 and MEG5 could 
po tentia lly  reveal com plex tem poral structure o f the brain response, but univariate 
analysis is unable to  de tec t it.
In the  last decade there has been a grow ing interest in applying multivariate 
statistical m ethods in neuroim aging (Haxby e t al. 2001; Haynes and Rees 2006; 
Norman e t al. 2006). Am ong these m ultivariate methods, classification algorithms 
developed by the  machine learning community, have becom e a popu lar alternative 
to  the  conventional univariate approach. Classifiers are designed to  learn statistical 
regularities across m ultip le  dimensions o f the  data and later pred ict the  experimental 
condition from m ultip le  o r single data samples (Cox and Savoy 2003). A  classifier is a 
function tha t takes a value o f various features in an example (sample o f brain data) and 
predicts the class (the experim ental condition) tha t tha t example belongs to  (Pereira et 
al. 2009). A  classifier learns the  functional re lationship between the  data features and 
the class label based on the tra in ing data -  a set o f examples reserved fo r th is  purpose. 
More formally, the  classifier is a function fQ which depends on model parameters 0  
tha t are estim ated from  tra in ing data -  tha t is, measurements o f brain activity x and 
associated class labels y. The estimated function can be used on independent test 
data x ' t o  p red ic t unseen labels y':
y '= f . (x ')
In this thesis, classifiers are em ployed in com bination w ith d iffe ren t neuroimaging 
techniques: EEG (Chapter 2), fMRI (Chapters 3 and 4), and MEG (Chapter 5). A lthough 
the practical routine o f handling the data is d iffe ren t fo r these techniques, the main 
structure o f the analysis p ipe line  is the same. Figure 2 summarizes th is pipeline in 
a b lock diagram . The raw data are firs t pre-processed in o rder to  remove artefacts 
and reduce the e ffect o f noise. In the second step, relevant features o f the  data are 
selected, depend ing  on the  experimental design and the  goal. This step aims to
2 Functional M agnetic  Resonance Im aging (fMRI) -  neuro im aging techn ique  th a t produces 
three-d im ansional maps o f brain activ ity by de tec ting  local changes in b lood  oxygenation in 
the neuronal tissue.
3 Brain O xygen Level D ependent respone (BOLD) -  the  change in the  m agnetic resonance 
signal th a t is measured in fMRI. BOLD emerges from  the  local changes in b lood  oxygentaion 
th a t is associated w ith  activa tion  o f the  neuronal tissue.
4 E lectroencephalography (EEG) -  a research and clinical techn ique  th a t uses electrodes to  
record the brain's e lectrica l activ ity  from  the  scalp surface w ith  a very high tem pora l resolution.
5 M agnetoencepha lography (MEG) -  a research techn ique  th a t uses m agnetom eters to  record 
m agnetic  fie lds p roduced by changes in e lectrica l currents in the  brain.
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reduce the com plexity and dimensionality o f the data. Additionally, this stage can 
em ploy data pre-processing, fo r example applying spatial filters in order to  increase 
discrim inability between conditions (see Chapter 4). Next, the data are d ivided into 
the tra in ing and test sets. W ith the training data the classifier is trained to  predict the 
experimental condition, tha t is, the adjustable model parameters are estimated. The 
classifier is then applied on the test data, and fo r each exem plar the class prediction 
is performed. Classification accuracy (the proportion o f correctly classified trials) 
is comm only used to  characterize the classifier's performance. Further, a statistical 
analysis can be used to  assess the probability  o f the classifier to  predict classes with 
the given accuracy on random data (i.e. in the absence o f class information). A binomial 
test is com m only used fo r this purpose, though care should be taken when cross- 
validation fo lds share tra in ing data as this invalidates the assumption o f independence 
between folds. A nother generally applicable way to  perform  the statistical analysis is 
to  compare the observed accuracy to  the d istribution o f accuracies obtained using 
datasets with perm uted labels (Chapter 3).
Herë I will briefly review the mathematical basis of tw o methods of classification that 
are used in this thesis: Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Bayesian Logistic Regression.
Linear support vector machine
A linear support vector machine (SVM) (Cortes and Vapnik 1995) works by mapping the 
train ing data in to a feature space, and estimating a hyperplane, tha t would separate 
the classes (y = 1 and y  = - 1) optimally, i.e. with a maximal margin. For each training 
example, the set o f M  features is represented as a vector x. (/ = 1 ), where x, e RM. 
The SVM produces a discrim ination function ƒ
f(x )  = cd ■ x  + b
Condition 1 Condition 1
Compare the predictions to the true condition labels
Testingdata ;
Test the classifier: 
predict the condition 
from the testing data
Preprocess and 
select data features I I
Train the classifier 
\  to predict the condition 
from the training data
Training data
Figure 2. General p ipe line o f the  classification analysis (see details in the text).
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where b  is the bias term , and co • x is an inner p roduct o f the feature vector x and the 
normal w e igh t vector co :
M
a x  = y ' a Jx i
An SVM attem pts to  find an optim al hyperplane by maximizing the margin, tha t is, to  
solve the  fo llow ing optim ization problem :
JV
minim ize ||<»|£ +
y,(V<D + b ) > i - £  
subject to  v . e{1.....
The £ term allows to  take into account tra in ing errors: 0 < £.< 1 means that the tra in ing 
examples are allowed to  be in the gap between the hyperplane and the margin; > 1 
allows some training examples to  be misclassified. C is the regularization param eter 
that Controls the trade-o ff between hyperplane com plexity and train ing errors.
SVMs have become a p opu la rtoo l fo r analyzing fMRI data due to  high perform ance 
and the ab ility  to  deal w ith high-dim ensional datasets due to  computational efficiency.
Bayesian logistic regression
In a Bayesian setting, the so-called predictive density states how the class y  can be 
estimated from test data x, given tra in ing data D consisting o f pairs (xn, yn):
p (y \ x ,D ,Q ) = ƒ  /7(yU,p,0)/?(P|D,0)<ip
where (3 are regression coefficients and 0  are hyper-parameters. Using Bayes' rule, we 
can rewrite the second term  as:
p(piD,e)oc/>(Dip)/>(p|e)
Where p (D |(3J is the likelihood term , which, using a log it function l(p) = log(p/(1-p)), 
decomposes as:
P(D,P) = [ ]B (y „ ;r1(x:p))
n
and p f(3 |0 j, is the prior over the regression coefficients, which is determ ined by the 
fixed hyper-parameters 0 .  This p rio r d istribu tion  is used to  express a-priori beliefs 
about the  values assumed by regression coefficients (van Gerven et al. 2010).
Chapter 2 of this thesis describes an application of Bayesian logistic regression, in 
which the prior promotes both sparseness and coupling of regression coefficients in space
20
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and time. The resulting regression coefficients allow interpreting the data features in terms 
o f the ir relative importance, and characterization o f complex patterns o f brain activity that 
correspond to  a mental state, as highlighted in Chapters 2 and 5 o f this thesis.
SET-UP OF THE THESIS
Conceptual representations stored in the brain can be accessed from d iffe ren t sensory 
channels: we recognise objects visually, auditory, o r by the ir names. Until the  end 
o f 1990-s, cognitive scientists argued, w hether d ifferent conceptual representations 
are associated w ith d iffe ren t input m odalities (Paivio 1971; Paivio 1986), o r the  same 
neuronal substrate in the brain supports concepts irrespectively o f the  m odality 
(Caramazza e t al. 1990; Vandenberghe e t al. 1996; Lambon Ralph et al. 1999; B rig h te t 
al. 2004). Nowadays most researchers agree w ith the la tter view. The "hub  plus spoke" 
hypothesis, described above, suggests tha t semantic representations are d is tribu ted  
over a num ber o f nodes in the brain, and can involve parts o f sensory cortices. Inputs 
from d ifferent m odalities, fo r example a p icture or an object's name, then converge 
onto  the same set o f nodes.
W hat common neural substrate is activated when we hear a dog barking or read the 
word "d o g "?  One possibility is tha t the entire d istributed "hub  and spoke" network is 
required fo r representing the concept "d o g ", in which case all nodes w ould be involved 
in cross-indexing o f modality-specific inform ation and respond in the same way to  the 
different modalities. The other possibility is tha t the generalization across m odalities is 
afforded by a specific neuronal substrate, presumable, located in the "h u b " semantic 
area. Identification o f the common substrate fo r semantic processing o f d ifferent input 
modalities thus can provide an im portant cue on the function o f the  semantic network. 
This theoretical assumption underlies the experimental work reported in this thesis.
The central goal o f th is thesis is to  explore the  possibility o f identify ing  neural 
signatures o f concepts. In the  fou r experim ental studies, reported in the  fo llow ing 
chapters, th is goal is approached by identify ing activation w ith in the  semantic 
system tha t is comm on fo r d iffe ren t m odalities o f perception and in production. 
Sim ilar paradigms are used across all fou r studies. N euroim aging data are collected 
while participants perceive or th ink about objects be longing to  d iffe ren t semantic 
categories. Machine learning classifiers are app lied  to  off-line data in o rder to  extract 
activ ity patterns tha t are inform ative fo r the category. A ll fou r studies make use o f 
d iffe ren t neuroim aging techniques, which helps to  be tte r understand the  tem poral 
and spatial organization o f conceptual categorical processing.
In the firs t study (Chapter 2) partic ipants were exposed to  words and pictures o f 
tw o categories (animals and tools) w hile EEG signals were recorded. The semantic 
category o f the a ttended stimulus could be pred icted from the EEG signal. The 
chapter describes the  tem poral and spatial d istribu tion  o f the  signal features tha t were 
most inform ative fo r the classifier. In add ition , the  possible perceptual and conceptual 
processes tha t underlie differentia l activ ity fo r the studied semantic categories are
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discussed. In th is study an a ttem p t was made to  reveal comm on patterns o f EEG 
signals fo r d iffe ren t m odalities o f stimuli presentation. This goal was however, only 
partly achieved, because EEG is sensitive to  d ifferent tem pora l structure o f responses 
in d iffe ren t sensory m odalities. To address this consideration, a sim ilar experim ent was 
perform ed in an fMRI scanner, as reported in Chapter 3.
The fMRI study (Chapter 3) specifically focuses on localizing patterns o f brain 
activity tha t are d iffe ren t fo r the  tw o  semantic categories, ye t are comm on across 
d iffe ren t m odalities o f stimulus presentation. The experim ental design was developed 
to  address th is question carefully: fou r d ifferent m odalities o f stim uli presentation and 
a large set o f non-repeated stim uli were used. The structure o f the analysis ensured 
tha t the classifier made use o f conceptual, bu t no t perceptual differences between 
objects. The results o f th is experim ent are discussed in ligh t o f the neuroimaging 
literature on the location o f semantic convergence zones.
Chapter 4 describes a replication study, where the same experiment as in Chapter 4 
was performed in a high-field (7 Tesla) MRI scanner. The stronger magnetic field improved 
the spatial resolution and allowed fo r informative analysis at the level o f individual subjects.
Chapter 5 reports the final experim ent o f this thesis tha t aimed to  identify category- 
specific information from the brain signal in a production task. In the experiment, 
participants were asked to  produce single words o f d ifferent semantic categories. The 
MEG signal prior to  word onset was used to  decode the semantic category o f the word 
to-be-produced. This study shows that semantic inform ation can be extracted from the 
signal prior to  speech production, and indicates tha t the same neuronal substrate that is 
involved in cross-modal comprehension is functionally involved in language production.
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INTRODUCTION
Identification o f the neural processes underlying semantic representations is a key 
challenge in cognitive neuroscience. D ifferent hypotheses have been proposed 
on how representations o f particular concepts establish a system o f conceptual 
know ledge. The general consensus is tha t shared ob ject properties are reflected in the 
organization o f the semantic system and tha t the  system generalizes across concepts 
tha t belong to  a particu lar category (such a animals, tools, o r buildings). The notion 
o f category specific ity in the organization o f ob jec t know ledge emerged in the 1980s, 
when W arrington and colleagues first reported on patients w ith selective im pairm ent 
fo r one semantic category compared to  o ther semantic categories (Warrington and 
McCarthy 1983; W arrington and Shallice 1984; W arrington and McCarthy 1987). Since 
those in itia l investigations, a large num ber o f studies have confirm ed the phenomenon 
o f category-specific  semantic deficits. Patients have been reported with impairments 
fo r all types o f know ledge about a particu lar category such as, fo r instance, living 
things. Such patients are severely im paired fo r both  perceptual ("Does a cow have a 
mane?") and functional ("Does a whale fly?") know ledge o f living things, bu t are w ith in 
normal range fo r both  types o f know ledge fo r non-animals (Caramazza and Mahon 
2003; Patterson e t al. 2007; Mahon and Caramazza 2009).
D ifferences in category-related brain activ ity have been dem onstrated w ith various 
neuroim aging m ethods in healthy subjects, fo r living th ings versus manmade objects, 
and fo r several specific ob ject categories such as faces, body parts, animals, fru its / 
vegetables, bu ild ings, too ls and furn iture  (for a review see Gerlach 2007; Martin 
2007; B inder et al. 2009). D ifferential activation, suggesting a specific functional 
organization, has been shown in processing both visual and verbal stimulus m odalities. 
For some types o f objects, the functional organization by semantic category has been 
dem onstrated w ith in  a given modality, e.g. ca tegory-spec ific ity  in the visual pathway 
fo rfaces (Kanwisher e t al. 1997; Kanwisher and Yovel 2006) o r fo r  living versus nonliving 
entities (Perani e t al. 1995; Chao e t al. 1999; Mahon e t al. 2007; N oppeney e t al. 
2006). It has also been shown tha t objects and the ir sensory or functional attributes 
(such as tool-associated actions) activate the same neural regions (Tyler et al. 2003; 
Gerlach e t al. 2002; Kiefer e t al. 2008; Hoenig e t al. 2008), suggesting tha t these 
regions are im p lic itly  involved in concept representation.
Modern theories about conceptual representation share the view that the semantic 
system relates to  perceptual and functional attributes o f objects tha t are coded in 
respective sensory or m otor areas. However, there are tw o broad groups o f theories. 
Theories w ith in the first group assume tha t each concept is represented as a set o f 
attributes in a d istributed system (Tyler and Moss 2001; Moss and Tyler 2003). Concepts 
from semantic domain have highly correlated attributes, resulting in category-specific 
effects. However the semantic system is undifferentiated in the  sense tha t there are no 
exp lic it boundaries according to  ob ject category, and there is no categorical structure 
at the  level o f functional anatomy. A lternatively, theories w ithin the second group 
assume tha t a dissociable neural substrate is involved in representing different semantic
C hapter 2 j Identify ing  o b je c t categories from  event-re lated EEG
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categories. One such theory, the sensory/functional, in itia lly proposed by W arrington 
and McCarthy (Warrington and McCarthy 1983; W arrington and McCarthy 1987) and 
later m odified by others (Humphreys and Forde 2001; McRae and Cree 2002), suggests 
tha t concepts are essentially grounded in sensory and functional semantic subsystems, 
and conceptual categories with d ifferent sensory or functional emphasis are represented 
in d ifferent subsystems. A  second theory w ithin th is group, the d istributed dom ain- 
specific hypothesis (Caramazza and Shelton 1998; Caramazza and Mahon 2003; Mahon 
and Caramazza 2009), suggests that, beyond the sensory and m otor properties, there 
also exist semantic constraints. According to  this theory, semantic domains, such 
as living animals, fo r which fast and effic ient recognition could have had a survival 
advantage in evolutionary history, have d ifferent neuronal substrates. It is suggested 
that semantic domain is a constraint on the functional organization at both a conceptual 
level and at the level o f visual perception (Mahon and Caramazza 2009)
In recent years, a number o f studies have dem onstrated the possibility to  discrim inate 
retrieval o f conceptual categories in functional MRI data, using multivariate analysis 
methods(Hanson and Halchenko2008; Haxby e t al. 2001; Norman e t al. 2006; Shinkareva 
e t al. 2008). In contrast to  conventional univariate methods, multivariate analysis takes 
into account the full spatial pattern o f brain activity. This has been shown to  increase 
sensitivity when analyzing human neuroimaging data (Haynes and Rees 2006) and may 
h e lp to  elucidate the nature o f semantic representations. The goal o f multivariate analysis 
is to  learn a model tha t best explains the observed data, often quantified in terms 
o f predictive performance (how well does the model pred ict experimental condition 
from measured data). Once the model is learned, the obta ined parameter estimates 
can be mapped back to  native space, y ie ld ing so-called importance maps. These 
importance maps inform about the relative im portance o f data features in space and/ 
or tim e with respect to  predicting the experimental condition in single trials. Recently, 
van Gerven and colleagues introduced a Bayesian approach to  multivariate analysis fo r 
the interpretation o f neuroimaging data (van Gerven e t al. 2010). The approach makes it 
possible to  1) quantify uncertainty about the relative im portance o f data features and 2) 
impose constraints on the obtained models based on prior neuroscientific knowledge.
In the current study we applied the Bayesian approach to  identify  concept-re lated 
neuronal activity from event-related brain potentia ls (ERPs). We presented stim uli o f 
tw o semantic categories: animals and tools, and tra ined a classifier to  discrim inate 
these categories. We estimated classification perform ance and in te rpre t the ob ta ined 
im portance maps at a single-subject level fo r three stimulus m odalities: aud itory (an 
object's spoken name), visual (a drawing o f an object), and orthograph ic (an object's 
w ritten name). The use o f ERPs as the basis fo r classification was gu ided by a num ber 
o f considerations. First, e lectroencephalography (EEG) has a w ell-docum ented ab ility  
to  characterize certain brain states, in particular the  processing o f d ifferent semantic 
categories (Hoenig e t al. 2008; Pulvermüller e t al. 1999; K iefer 2001; Paz-Caballero 
e t al. 2006; Proverbio e t al. 2007; Fuggetta e t al. 2009; Adorn i and Proverbio 2009). 
Second, the high tem poral resolution o f EEG allows a fine-gra ined characterization
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o f concept retrieval in term s o f the  e lectrophysiological patterns tha t make decoding 
possible. Third, the deve lopm ent o f EEG-based sem antic-decoding algorithm s is 
interesting from an applications perspective since the tem poral resolution o f EEG 
allows decod ing  in real-tim e (M üller e t al. 2008). When it becomes possible to  decode 
conceptual in form ation from  EEG, a bra in-com puter interface system tha t transforms 
lexical concepts in to a w ritten  or spoken ou tpu t could become a reality.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Twenty-four native Dutch speakers (10 males and 14 females, 18-28 years o f age) 
participated in the  study; fou r o f them  were selected as a p ilo t group (see "O ptim ization 
o f the analysis"). A ll participants were right-handed, and reported tha t they did not 
sufferfrom  any psychological o r neurological disorders. The experiments were approved 
by the local ethics com m ittee (Commissie Mensgebonden Onderzoek Regio Arnhem- 
Nijmegen), and all the subjects gave written informed consent p rio r to  the experiment. 
Subjects received e itherm onetary compensation or course c re d its fo rth e ir participation.
Stimuli
Concepts from three semantic categories were used: tw o relevant categories (animals, 
tools) and a task category tha t varied across subjects, e ither clothing o r vegetables. 
There were four exemplars per category, see Table 1. All exemplars were m onosyllabic 
and were matched fo r frequency per m illion (mean ± SD = 18.25 ±  9.55) based on 
CELEX (Max Planck Institute fo r Psycholinguistics, The Netherlands, 2001).
A ll exemplars were presented in three modalities: auditory (spoken Dutch words 
recorded d ig ita lly  at 16 bits w ith a sampling rate o f 44.100 Hz), visual (black line 
drawings on w hite background) (Szekely e t al. 2004) and orthographical (written Dutch 
words, black letters on w hite background). Pictures were matched fo r fam iliarity and 
complexity. Each o f the  relevant items was repeated e ighty tim es in each modality.
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Table 1. Relevant items used in the  experim ent.
O rthography Phonetics









Task items were repeated sixteen tim es and shown approxim ately once per ten relevant 
items. The tex t o r picture stimuli were presented fo r 300 ms and were fo llow ed by a 
blank screen w ith a random duration between 1000-1200 ms. Subsequently, the  next 
item  was presented. The interval between auditory stimuli was also between 1000-1200 
ms and a fixation cross was shown on the screen during the auditory presentation.
Experimental design
All stimuli were presented in twelve blocks w ith audio, p icture and te x t stim uli in 
separate blocks. The order o f blocks was alternated across subjects. In each run, the 
same fu ll set o f concepts was used and the ir order was random ized. The experim ent 
lasted about e igh ty minutes, w ith a short break between blocks. Participants were 
instructed to  respond upon appearance o f items from the classification irrelevant 
task category (clothing or vegetables). W ith  this procedure partic ipants were forced 
to  categorize the  presented items w ithou t overtly d iscrim inating between relevant 
classes. Responses were made by pressing a button w ith the  righ t hand index finger.
EEG recording and processing
Continuous EEG was registered using a 64 channel ActiCap system (Brain Products 
GmbH) filte red  at 0.2-200 Hz and sampled at 500 Hz w ith the BrainVision Recorder 
Professional software (Brain Products GmbH). An equidistant e lectrode cap was used 
to  position 60 electrodes on the scalp (Figure 1). EEG data were recorded against 
the reference at the righ t mastoid; an additiona l e lectrode measured the vo ltage on 
the  le ft mastoid, and the  data were offline converted to  a linked-m astoids reference. 
B ipolar EOG was com puted using electrodes tha t were placed horizonta lly and 
vertica lly around the  eyes. The continuously recorded data were d iv ided in to  epochs 
o f one second starting 300 ms before stimulus onset. Trials conta in ing eye artifacts or 
vo ltage variations at any e lectrode above 150 |jV were rejected. The signal was filte red  
w ith a pass band o f 1- 30 Hz. O nly relevant stimuli -  o f semantic categories animals 
and too/s - were selected fo r subsequent analysis. Differences in the  num ber o f trials 
between the tw o classes after artifact rejection did no t exceed 1.5%. A ll o ffline data 
processing was perform ed using MATLAB R2008 (The MathWorks, Inc., Natie, MA) 
and FieldTrip, an open source M atlab too lbox  fo r the analysis o f EEG and MEG data 
tha t has been deve loped at our centre (h ttp ://w w w .ru .n l/neu ro im ag ing /fie ld trip /).
Optimization of the analysis
To optim ize the analysis procedure, we experim ented w ith several analysis methods. 
However, to  ensure tha t tun ing  the  procedure to  a specific set o f subjects d id  not 
bias our results, we used data from  fou r subjects (the p ilo t group) to  op tim ize  the 
procedure. The p ilo t data was used to  examine the effect o f artifact removal and to  
set the optim al filte ring  parameters, as described above. Furthermore, the p ilo t data 
was used to  select the  optim al feature selection and classification procedure. The p ilo t 
subjects were excluded from the  reported analysis.
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Figure 1. The equ id is tan t e lectrode m ontage.
As inpu t to  the  classifier we used the tim e-dom ain representation o f the event- 
related potentia ls, the  voltage measurements in sixty channels over the samples at 
each tw o  milliseconds, at the 0-700 ms interval a fte r stimulus onset. The signal over all 
tria ls was standardized to  have zero mean and a Standard deviation o f one. Bayesian 
log istic regression w ith a multivariate Laplace p rio r was chosen as the classifier fo r 
subsequent analysis since it has been shown to  g ive rise to  interpretable im portance 
maps (van Gerven e t al. 2010). The inform ation in the  A ppend ix  (Appendix Figure 
A1-1 and Figure A1-2) may be consulted fo r deta ils o f the  em ployed com putational 
m ethod. Once this optim al analysis scheme had been developed, the remaining group 
o f subjects (N = 20) was analyzed blindly.
Classification procedure
Classifiers were tra ined to  identify in single trials which o f the  tw o semantic categories 
(animal o r tooi) were presented to  the  subject. We im posed constraints on the obta ined 
models tha t coupled parameters located closely to ge the r in tim e through the use o f a 
m ultivariate Laplace p rio r (details are m entioned in the "Bayesian logistic regression 
w ith m ultivariate Laplace p rio r1 chapter o f Appendix). This effectively induces an 
adaptive tem poral sm oothing o f the  variance o f estim ated regression coefficients, 
which facilita tes interpretation o f the results (van Gerven e t al. 2010). Classification 
accuracy (proportion o f correctly classified trials) was used to  evaluate classifier
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performance. Since we presented equal fractions o f the tw o categories, chance level 
performance was at 50%. Significance o f the classification outcom e was com puted 
using a b inom ial test, which compares the  perform ance o f the  tra ined classifier w ith 
tha t o f a baseline classifier tha t assigns all trials to  the most prevalent class (Burges 
1998). The significance level was Bonferroni corrected fo r the num ber o f used subjects.
The classification approach was used to  conduct three different analyses. In the first 
analysis, only those trials corresponding to  the presentation o f a particular modality were 
used as input to  the classifier and the task was to  predict semantic category from EEG 
data. For each subject, a stratified five-fold cross-validation was performed in which 
the dataset was partitioned into five random subsets. Each subset was retained as the 
validation data fo r testing the model and the remaining four subsets were used as training 
data fo r that run. This process was repeated five times. The results from all the five runs, 
or so-called folds, were averaged to  produce a single estimate o f classification accuracy.
This procedure was applied a) to  the  entire interval o f 0 - 700 ms post stimulus 
onset, and b) repeated again fo r small intervals o f 40 ms (16 intervals from 0 up to  640 
ms), in order to  identify  independent im portan t data features fo r each tim e interval.
In the experimental design, we used a small set o f exemplars, which were presented 
repeatedly th roughout a session. This allowed us to  match them for the linguistic 
characteristics (e.g. frequency o f use, syllabic structure). A t the same tim e this approach 
leads to  interpretation problems, since the same exemplars presented in different trials 
appear both in training and test datasets in cross-validation. Therefore, the classifier 
m ight use exemplar-specific rather than category-specific data features to  identify class- 
membership, effectively predicting exemplars instead o f semantic categories w ithin 
a modality. A  p roof that the classifier generalizes over the items from one semantic 
category w ould be the ability to  correctly identify the category o f a previously unseen 
exemplar. To this end, we conducted as a second analysis, an "unseen exemplar" test. 
We trained a classifier on all exemplars except one. The semantic category o f the left-out 
exemplar was then predicted using the tra ined classifier. This procedure was repeated 
fo r each o f the e ight concepts in the set fo r each subject.
Finally, in order to  study the generalization between instead o f w ith in modalities, 
we used a so-called transfer learning approach (Thrun 1996). In previous analyses, 
the trials fo r each o f the  three m odalities (visual, aud itory and orthographical) were 
assumed to  be independent. In the transfer learning setting, in contrast, parameters 
are estim ated simultaneously fo r each o f the  datasets by in troducing a coupling 
between datasets through the use o f the  m ultivariate Laplace prior. In th is way, data 
features are identified  which should a llow  trials to  be classified correctly fo r each o f the 
three m odalities (see A ppend ix  "Bayesian logistic regression w ith m ultivariate Laplace 
prio r" fo r details). This analysis was conducted a) fo r the w hole trial length o f 700 ms, 
and b) fo r subsequent intervals o f 40 ms from  0 to  640 ms post stimulus onset.
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RESULTS
ERP results
Figure 2 shows the grand averages obtained from the entire group of twenty subjects. 
Inspection of the figure shows that picture presentations elicited a P1 ERP component at 
about 110 ms post stimulus onset followed by a visual N1 at about 160 ms post stimulus 
onset. These early components were largest over the posterior part o f the head at infero- 
temporal and occipital electrodes. There were differences in the morphologies of the early 
components between the two categories. The P1 component in occipital electrodes peaked 
earlier on a response to animals and the N1 component for animals had larger amplitude at 
the right occipital electrodes. The early components were followed by a broad negativity 
that lasted from about 280 to  550 ms in fronto-central sites and occipito-temporal sites. In 
frontal electrodes the deflection was less negative fo r animals than for tools.
■ The spoken words e lic ited N1 com ponent at centro-posterior sites peaking at 130 
rris fo llow ed by P2-N2 wave at 220 -  310 ms. Following the N2, there was a broad 
nëgative deflection in central sites peaking between 450 and 550 ms (N400). The 
grand average ERP responses show that there were differences in the m orphology of 
the P2-N2 complex in central electrodes between word categories. The N2 had larger 
am plitude fo r too ls over central electrodes.
The w ritten words e lic ited visual P1-N1 pattern over posterior electrodes, with 
larger am plitude o f the N1 com ponent over left hemisphere. A t anterior sites the 
P1 was not clearly visible and was overlapping with a negative wave tha t peaked at 
100 ms. In the subsequent part o f the recording a broad positiv ity was observed in 
central and frontal regions, fo llowed by frontal negativity peaking at about 300 ms 
(Grainger and Holcom b 2009) and subsequently by the N400 at 400 - 550 ms. Over 
parietal and centro-parietal sites there was an additional negative deflection peaking 
at 200 ms (N2) (Dien 2009). The N300 com ponent at fronto-centra l electrodes and the 
subsequent N400 were less negative fo r animals than fo r tools.
Within modalities classification results
In the first analysis we trained and tested the classifiers w ithin each of the individual 
modalities separately. We found strong differences in accuracies obtained for pictures 
in comparison with the auditory and orthographic modalities (Figure 3). For pictures, the 
highest classification accuracy reached over all subjects was 0.89, and classification was 
significant (p < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected) for all twenty subjects with a mean value of 
0.79 (SD = 0.07). The classifier fo r the auditory modality performed significantly better 
than chance in eight out of twenty subjects, the mean value over twenty subjects was 0.61 
(SD = 0.04). The classifier fo r the orthographic modality performed significantly better 
than chance in two out o f twenty subjects, with a mean group value o f 0.56 (SD = 0.04).
Decoding performance did not correlate with subjects' age or task performance. 
Every subject perform ed well on the experimental task. On average they responded 
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Figure 3. Classification performance for the three modalities. Dark bars indicate significant outcomes.
Important data features
In this study we demonstrated that Bayesian logistic regression allows identification 
o f task relevant time-channel locations from the ERPs at the single trial level in single 
subjects. An example o f the classification model obta ined fo r a representative subject 
fo r the entire trial duration of 700 ms is shown in Figure 4. The figure suggests that 
only a few channels contribute to  the decoding performance. Note, however, that 
this sparseness is not only induced by the data bu t also by the em ployed m ultivariate 
Laplace prior. This phenomenon is described in greater detail in Append ix see the 
chapter "Bayesian logistic regression w ith m ultivariate Laplace prio r".
In order to  further investigate the discrim inative characteristics o f ERPs on different 
post-stimulus latencies, we d ivided the trial into short tim e segments and conducted 
the classification on these segments independently. Here we present the importance
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maps fo r anim al/too l classification in all three m odalities (pictures, spoken and written 
words), averaged over five subjects tha t showed highest classification performance in 
each m odality (Figure 5). Supporting material fo r this study (as published in PlosOne) 
includes the tim e course o f importance maps fo r the tw enty subjects fo r the three 
m odalities (available at h ttp ://w w w .p losone.org /), or see the A ppendix, Figure A1-3.
Pictures. The classifier could reliably distinguish the category 100 ms after stimulus onset. 
The important data features were localized in central parieto-occipital sites 43 and 44 
(POz, P03). These results are in line with the increasing number o f studies that report on 
early effects o f visual object category in posterior locations (Paz-Caballero et al. 2006; 
Fuggetta et al. 2009; Mazerolle et al. 2007; Liu et al. 2009). Later in the time interval, from 
100 -  200 ms after stimulus onset, the focus spreads more laterally. The data features of 
highest importance in posterior sites correspond to the N1-P2 waveform complex of the 
respective ERP. In previous studies that have used univariate analysis, the time window of
Pictures Written words
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F igure 4. An exam ple o f the  im portance values fo r the tim e-channel pairs in one representative 
subject. Im portance maps are shown fo r presentation o f pictures (upper left panel), spoken words 
(bottom  le ft panel), w ritten words (upper righ t panel), and fo r the transfer learning (bo ttom  right 
panel). The relative im portance o f the data features is expressed in term s o f the variance o f the 
auxiliary variables (see Appendix). Im portance values are shown over tim e (x-axis, sampled each 
2 ms) fo r 60 EEG channels (y-axis).
F igure  5. Data features im portan t fo r the  classification in three m odalities. U pper panel -  pictures, 
m idd le  panel -  spoken words, bo ttom  panel -  w ritten  words. A. C lassification perform ance at 40 
ms tim e intervals from  0-640 ms after stimulus onset. Chance level perform ance is at 0.50. B. The 
ERP waveforms from  the channels tha t con tribu ted  most to  the classification. C. The locations o f 
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the N1 component has indeed been shown to  be sensitive to  object category. Particularly, 
the N1 amplitude is consistently larger for natural than for artifactual categories (Proverbio 
et al. 2007; Kiefer 2005), as is confirmed by our results. The N1 is traditionally thought 
to  reflect perceptual processing. However its amplitude and latency are modulated by 
the experimental task, i.e. attendance to  the target stimulus and categorization demand 
(Mangun and Hillyard 1991; Tanaka et al. 1999; Pernet et al. 2003; Large et al. 2004). 
This indicates that the N1 reflects stimulus discrimination and is influenced by top-down 
mechanisms (Vogel and Luck 2000; A rnott et al. 2001). A t later latencies that are usually 
assumed to  include semantic and associative processing, data features in the right occipital 
site P04 were important fo r distinguishing the semantic categories.
Spoken words. The category o f spoken words could be identified starting at 150 ms 
after stimulus onset, with the relevant data features located at central and fronto-central 
electrodes sites 9, 10, 17, and 18 (C1, C3, FC3, FC4, C4). Early im portant data features 
are left-lateralized and correspond to  the N1 component, which is known to  reflect the 
conscious detection o f discrete changes in the auditory environment (Hyde 1997) and is 
also modulated by attention (Naatanen and Picton 1987; Alcaini et al. 1994). Categories 
could be distinguished most easily at around 200-240 ms after stimulus onset, the 
interval tha t corresponds to  the N2-P2 complex in the centro-parietal site 26 (CP4-P5), 
which has previously been shown to  be sensitive to  detection o f semantic manipulations 
in single word listening (Pulvermüller et al. 1999; Assadollahi et al. 2001; Pulvermüller et 
al. 2001; Pulvermüller et al. 2006). Semantic categories could also be identified in late 
(> 400 ms) ERP components, but the data features are more spread out across the scalp.
W ritten w ords. For written words the im portant data features arise around 250 -  400 
ms after stimulus onset, focused at the left parietal electrodes 29-45 (P3-P5), with a main 
peak around 240-280 ms after stimulus onset. According to  recent findings, recognition 
o f w ritten words occurs as early as 200 - 250 ms after stimulus onset (Sereno and Rayner 
2003; Hauk et al. 2006; Barber and Kutas 2007; Hauk et al. 2008; Sahin et al. 2009). 
Some previous studies also showed a strong effect o f the semantic category o f nouns 
in this tim e w indow  (Adorni and Proverbio 2009). The left occipito-tem poral localization 
o f the data features m ight po in t towards a source in le ft fusiform gyrus, an area tha t is 
consistently engaged in reading and particularly in written word recognition (Dien 2009; 
Sereno and Rayner 2003; McCandliss et al. 2003; Devlin et al. 2006). In later latencies 
the classification focus spreads to  the right central and centro-frontal locations 9, 10, 
and 12 (C4-FC4). The electrophysiological activity in these sites allowed classification 
at around 500 ms after stimulus onset. Late ERP waves such as the N400 and the Late 
Positive C om ponent have been shown to  be sensitive to  semantic category in visual 
word presentation (Kiefer 2001; Adorni and Proverbio 2009).
Unseen exemplar analysis
In the unseen exemplar analysis, our aim was to  determ ine whether the semantic 
category could be predicted fo r previously unseen exemplars. The classifier could only
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solve this task reliably in the visual m odality (mean accuracy 0.77, SD = 0.08, p < 0.05, 
Bonferroni corrected, fo r all subjects). The classification results were non-significant 
fo r the o ther m odalities (Figure 6).
Classification between modalities
To reveal the common category-related patterns across modalities we used a transfer 
learning approach tha t identified the data features that are relevant to  all modalities. 
For this analysis we selected a subset o f fou r subjects that showed high classification 
accuracies in all the m odalities (subjects nr 4, 5, 7, 14). The classifier can be though t of 
as build ing a common model fo r the three datasets (the data from all three modalities) 
in each subject. The mean classification accuracy on the entire trial up to  700 ms after 
stimulus onset was 0.83 (SD = 0.06) fo r pictures, 0.66 (SD = 0.02) fo r audio and 0.62 
(SD = 0.03) fo r text, see Table 2. The im portant data features were located in posterior 
sites 43 and 44 (POz, P03); see Figure 7. The classification on short tim e segments 
revealed similar results.
"koe" "beer” “leeuw" “aap” “bijl" "schaar" “kam" “pen“ 
cow bear Hort ape axe scissors comb pen
Figure 6. Classification perform ance fo r unseen exemplars. Chance level perform ance is at 0.50. 
English translations o f Dutch stim uli are given in italics.
Table 2. The results o f transfer learning. *p  values, and Bonferroni corrected p values
Pictures Audio Text
Performance 0.83 0.66 0.61
SD 0.05 0.04 0.03




80 -1 2 0  ms 160 - 200 ms 240 - 280 ms 400 - 440 ms
Figure 7. Results o f the transfer learning test. A. Classification perform ance at 40 ms tim e 
intervals, from  0-640 ms a fte r stim ulus onset, fo r all three m odalities. B. The locations o f the 
im portan t data features in the d iffe ren t tim e intervals, starting at stimulus onset. Note  the strong 
preference fo r occip ita l areas.
DISCUSSION
In this study we set ou t to  decode the semantic category o f objects from event-related 
EEG. We repeatedly presented a set o f e ight instances from tw o different semantic 
categories (animals and tools) where each instance appeared in three modalities: as 
a picture, as a spoken w ord or as a w ritten word. Since Bayesian logistic regression is 
well suited fo r quantify ing the relative im portance o f the data features and therefore 
facilita ted interpreta tion o f the obta ined importance maps (van Gerven et al. 2010), 
it was the m ethod o f choice fo r the analysis. The d istribution o f electrophysiological 
features that contribute  to  the anim al/tool classification in the three m odalities agrees 
with a number o f existing studies on the tem poral and spatial organization o f the 
neuronal activity underlying lexical access. In all the m odalities the classifier mostly 
relies on early electrophysiological patterns. In add ition there is a contribution from
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late activ ity in the  N400 tim e w indow  tha t is trad itiona lly  associated w ith semantic 
processes (Kutas and Hillyard 1980). The results are h ighly consistent over subjects 
and reveal d is tinct brain regions and tem poral structure fo r task-related activation.
Classification in the visual modality
The visual m oda lity  demonstrated a clear differentia l response to  the semantic 
categories. Classification performance was highly significant fo r all subjects. Moreover, 
the classifier th a t had been tra ined to  discrim inate animals and tools could accurately 
identify  the  category o f a previously unseen exem plar from  one o f these categories.
The topographical d istribution o f the data features im portant fo r classification 
indicates tha t differential activity first takes place at centro-occipital sites and then 
moves laterally towards occipito-tem poral locations. A  large num ber o f neuroimaging 
studies have reported on consistent topographical biases in the visual processing stream 
fo r pictures o f animals compared with non-living objects resulting in category-specific 
patterns in occip ito-tem poral cortex (for recent reviews see Gerlach 2007; Martin 2007; 
Martin and Chao 2001). For instance, in an fMRI study by Chao, Haxby and Martin 
(1999), the lateral fusiform gyrus showed differential neural response to  living things, 
whereas nonliving th ings elicited differential responses in the medial fusiform gyrus. 
O ur results seem to  indicate differential activation at sim ilar locations. These findings 
sit naturally w ith the distributed domain-specific hypothesis by Caramazza (Caramazza 
and Mahon 2003; Mahon and Caramazza 2009; Caramazza and Shelton 1998), which 
claims tha t visual response is topographically segregated by semantic category. In line 
with this suggestion, a number o f recent behavioural studies showed that category can 
be accessed rapidly when objects are visually presented (Large e t al. 2004; Thorpe et al. 
1996; Mace e t al. 2009). For example, in processing visual scenes, human participants 
can reliably make saccades to  the side containing an animal in as little  as 120 ms 
(Kirchner and Thorpe 2006), and in a visual monitoring task, humans tend to  detect 
changes concerning animals both faster and more accurately than vehicles, buildings, 
plants and tools (New et al. 2007). These functional advantages in visual identification 
o f animals compared to  other categories could result from a segregated recognition 
mechanism, which evolved due to  the high biological relevance o f this category.
Obviously, the current results m ight also be explained w ithou t invoking the 
notion o f semantic categorization on the level o f visual processing. The differentia l 
activ ity in occip ita l and occip ito-tem pora l sites could result from  selectivity to  certain 
visual a ttributes tha t happen to  be more characteristic o f one category than another 
(Humphreys and Forde 2001; Lloyd-Jones and Humphreys 1997). D epicted animals 
tend to  have rounded shapes and curved lines as opposed to  e longated shapes and 
stra ight lines fo r tools. It was recently dem onstrated tha t i f  tw o  classes o f visual stimuli 
have a low  am ount o f within-class variation, it is possible to  g e t reliable classification 
perform ance using jus t the outputs o f primary visual areas (Pinto e t al. 2008).
Even though the  present study remains inconclusive abou t w hether category 
m em bership or visual properties drive the classification, the  present data shows tha t
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ob ject category can be successfully decoded from the  early visual com ponents o f 
scalp EEG. This find ing  is o f relevance to  bra in-com puter interface (BCI) research (van 
Gerven e t al. 2009). For instance, many studies have shown tha t similar patterns o f 
brain activ ity arise when perceiving and im agining objects (Roland and Gulyas 1995; 
M elle t e t al. 1998; Thirion e t al. 2006; Stokes e t al. 2009; Reddy et al. 2010). If the 
semantic category can be pred icted fo r im agined concepts using EEG then th is could 
be used fo r comm unication and contro l in BCI applications.
Classification of written and spoken words
In contrast to  pictures, classification o f spoken and w ritten words turned ou t to  be 
more d ifficu lt. There were tw o main com plexities. First, classification performance 
across subjects was lower fo r audio tria ls than fo r pictures, and considerably lower fo r 
text, where it was significant only fo r tw o  ou t o f tw enty subjects. Second, fo r these 
m odalities, the classifier fa iled to  p red ic t the semantic category o f a previously unseen 
item, suggesting tha t the classifier could no t distinguish the semantic classes, bu t 
only the  exemplars, possibly through the  use o f perceptual differences between the 
exemplars. N ote fu rther that, in contrast to  pictures, fo r spoken or w ritten words there 
are no perceptual differences tha t are characteristic o f one or the other semantic class.
A ccording to  recent psycholinguistic studies, verbal input is processed at d iffe ren t 
levels o f analysis, where situation and task demands m odulate the depth o f semantic 
processing (Ferreira e t al. 2002; S turt e t al. 2004). This implies tha t the words m igh t not 
necessarily have been processed at the  required level. We assume this could happen in 
our experim ent, as the experim ental task d id  no t dem and the retrieval o f associative- 
semantic know ledge. These considerations m igh t explain poo r performance fo r 
the verbal presentations o f concepts. Moreover, in our experim ent the stimuli were 
repeated many times, and it has been shown previously tha t category-related effects 
reduce w ith repeated stimuli (Kiefer 2005; Chao e t al. 2002). These issues should be 
taken in to  account in the design o f future semantic encoding experiments.
In search for amodal semantic representations
An interesting prospect when studying the semantic system is the identification o f 
comm on activ ity patterns across d iffe ren t input modalities. During the initial stages 
o f processing, the percepts o f d iffe ren t m odalities are analyzed in the ir respective 
sensory systems. Subsequently, perceptual processing, structural encoding and 
identification are fo llow ed by semantic-associative in tegration (Price 2004). The same 
semantic know ledge can be accessed by various w ritten or spoken symbols, o r real 
w orld cues, so the integration stage is assumed to  be m odality-independent.
The transfer learning approach allowed us to  obtain reasonable classification 
accuracies fo r all three modalities. A  num ber o f previous neuroimaging studies 
investigating amodal semantic processing found overlapping activation fo r pictures and 
words, im plicating a d istributed, left-lateralized neural network in frontal, peri-sylvian 
tem poral and parietal areas (Vandenberghe e t al. 1996; Bright e t al. 2004; Kircher e t al.
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2009; Van Doren e t al. 2010, fo r a review see Price (2004)). However, in our study, the 
im portant electrophysiological patterns fo r the cross-modal classification were largely 
located in occipital cortical sites. It is likely that picture trials biased the classification 
algorithm such tha t mostly data features in occipital sites were selected, allowing a 
reliable performance fo r pictures and a moderate performance fo r the o ther modalities.
One possible explanation fo r the  inab ility  to  reveal amodal semantics-related 
patterns w ith the  em ployed procedure is due to  tim ing differences. A ud ito ry  stimuli 
are spread out in tim e, whereas the others are presented instantaneously. Besides the 
differences in tim ing , there m igh t be a mismatch between the electrophysio logical 
correlates o f semantic retrieval from  d iffe ren t modalities due to  the  flex ib ility  o f 
conceptual representations. It has been recently suggested tha t concepts are 
flex ib ly  ta ilo red to  the current contextual constraints and the access to  conceptual 
know ledge can be m odulated by focusing on certain conceptual a ttribu tes (Kiefer 
2005; Hoenig e t al. 2008; Barsalou e t al. 2003). For example, visually related attributes 
are predom inantly recruited in contexts tha t focus on the visual appearance o f objects 
(Hoenig e t al. 2008). Hence, the electrophysio logical signals o f interest m igh t vary too  
much across m odalities in order to  be generalizable.
Concluding remarks
Summarizing, in th is study we em ployed a novel m ultivariate approach fo r the 
analysis o f semantic category-related electrophysiological brain activity. The m ethod 
allows identification o f the  data features tha t are im portan t fo r classification, 
thereby tracking down task-related activations at the single tria l level in individual 
subjects. We showed an ab ility  to  decode the category o f presented objects from 
the single-trial ERP waveforms. A t present, the  conducted experim ents do  not allow 
us to  d ifferentia te  between the perceptual versus semantic orig in  o f the  obta ined 
classification performance, so th is issue remains inconclusive. Further research on the 
nature o f semantic representations is warranted in order to  be able to  characterize 
the interactions between perceptual and conceptual processes, and how and when 
perceptual input transforms into conceptual representation.
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INTRODUCTION
Modern theories about conceptual representation share the view tha t ob ject 
properties are stored th roughou t the  brain, w ith specific perceptual o r action-related 
inform ation stored in corresponding sensory and m otor systems. O ur know ledge o f 
an ob ject includes its visual features, which w ill be represented in the  brain regions 
tha t analyze shape and color, its manner o f moving, represented in the  brain regions 
tha t respond to  a particu lar kind o f movem ent, its taste, involving gustatory areas, et 
cetera (Riddoch e t al. 1988; Patterson e t al. 2007; Martin 2007; Mahon and Caramazza
2009). A t the  same tim e, the  m ajority o f authors agree tha t these d is tribu ted  semantic 
representations can be d irectly  accessed from  d ifferent kinds o f input (Marinkovic et 
al. 2003; Bright e t al. 2004; Price 2004; Kircher e t al. 2009; Price 2010; Pobric e t al.
2010), i.e. when e ither a w ord, a picture, o r a characteristic sound refers to  an object.
According to  m odern theories, amodal functiona lity plays a key role in semantic
retrieval (Price 2004). Areas involved in semantic retrieval are taken to  represent 
converging inform ation from  m ultip le  m odalities and assumed to  correspond to  high- 
level ob ject representation. Neuroim aging studies have im plicated a num ber o f brain 
regions as being involved in semantic tasks regardless o f input m odality. These are 
ventral occ ip ito -tem pora l cortex (Buckner e t al. 2000; Chao e t al. 1999), posterior 
m idd le  tem poral gyrus (MTG) (Vandenbulcke e t al. 2007; Kircher e t al. 2009), anterior 
tem poral lobe (ATL) (Vandenberghe e t al. 1996; Patterson e t al. 2007), m idd le  frontal 
gyrus (MFG) (Vandenberghe e t al. 1996; Kircher e t al. 2009; Van Doren e t al. 2010), 
and le ft in ferior fronta l gyrus (IFG) (B right e t al. 2004). As yet, there is a large variation 
in the effects reported in neuroim aging studies, and there is no de fin itive  anatomical 
o r cognitive m odel o f semantic processing. More know ledge is necessary at the  level 
o f neural coding o f concepts. That is, what is the common pattem  o f brain activity 
across stimulus m odalities and how sim ilar are activity patterns in d iffe ren t individuals?
In this study we addressed the questions stated above by means o f multivariate 
pattem  analysis (MVPA) o f functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) data. This 
approach is also referred to  as "bra in decod ing". In 2001, Haxby demonstrated that 
the category o f a viewed ob ject can be identified from the fMRI signal in the ventral 
visual pathway (Haxby e t al. 2001). Since then, extensive work has been carried ou t on 
detecting and classifying patterns o f activation in response to  visual stimuli (Cox and 
Savoy 2003; Kamitani and Tong 2005; Haynes and Rees 2006; Reddy and Kanwisher 
2007; Shinkareva e t al. 2008; Shinkareva et al. 2011). In the auditory modality, the ability 
to  decode d ifferent speech sounds has also been demonstrated (Formisano e t al. 2008; 
Dasalla et al. 2009). Some studies addressed decoding o f the semantic category o f 
visually presented words (Just e t al. 2010), or drawings o f objects w ith captions (Mitchell 
2008). Thus, an ability  to  decode the  spatial patterns o f fMRI signal associated with 
object semantics using unimodal means o f ob ject presentation has been shown before.
MVPA allows fo r a d irect test o f the correspondence between patterns o f brain 
activity when stimuli are presented in different modalities by determ ining whether a 
decoding algorithm is able to  generalize across modalities. Furthermore, MVPA can be
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used fo r mapping patterns o f brain activity. A  popular approach to  pattern localization is 
to  analyze the brain volume w ith a multivariate searchlight (Kriegeskorte e t al. 2006). In 
this approach, a multivariate statistic is com puted in the spherical neighborhood o f each 
voxel as the searchlight sphere moves through the measured volume. The multivariate 
statistic across spheres allows fo r detecting non-smooth, bu t nevertheless functionally 
localized patterns and thus composes a map o f task-related activity in the brain.
Evaluation o f the possib ility  to  decode semantic in form ation from  d iffe ren t stimulus 
m odalities is also relevant fo r the  developm ent o f Brain C om puter Interfaces (BCIs). In 
BCIs, brain activ ity is measured and used d irectly to  operate devicessuch as com puters, 
wheelchairs o r prostheses (W olpaw e t al. 2002; van Gerven e t al. 2009). BCIs are 
being developed to  aid com m unication and improve the  quality o f life o f people  
suffering from , e.g., speech impairments. State-of-the-art m ethods fo r BCI speech 
comm unication involve recording signals from m oto r cortex involved in speech and 
translating them  into articulation commands tha t drive a speech synthesizer (Brumberg 
e t al. 2010). Yet, develop ing a BCI tha t d irectly transforms neuronal activ ity underlying 
the selection o f a particu lar concept in to a speech ou tpu t is a fascinating challenge 
fo r cognitive neuroscience. In this context, identification o f the  neural signature o f 
m odality-independent ob ject representations w ould be an im portan t stepping-stone.
In this study, we applied a Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Cortes and Vapnik 1995) 
searchlight technique in a semantic category-decoding paradigm. Subjects performed a 
semantic categorization task with tw o semantic categories -  animals and tools, based on 
four types o f stimuli; written names, spoken names, photographs, and natural sounds. In 
addition to  the runs with presented stimuli, there was a free recall run in which subjects 
were required to  recall, or imagine, objects o f different categories. We trained the SVM to 
predict the stimulus category in each o f the four modalities. We also implem ented cross- 
modal classification by training and testing the SVM across modalities. Both fo r unimodal 
and cross-modal decoding, we analyzed the distribution o f SVM prediction accuracies 
throughout cortex. Finally, we demonstrated that brain regions tha t allowed modality- 
independent decoding could predict semantic category in the free recall session.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Fourteen native Dutch speakers (two males, 18-27 years o f age, one left-hander) 
partic ipated in the  study. Data from three additional subjects exh ib iting  head m otion 
beyond 3.0 mm were excluded. A ll subjects reported tha t they d id  no t suffer from  any 
neurological disorders and gave w ritten inform ed consent p rio r to  the  experim ent in 
accordance w ith the guidelines o f the local research ethics com m ittee.
Stimuli
Entities o f tw o semantic categories (animals and tools) were presented in fou r m odalities: 
verbal auditory (spoken Dutch words recorded d ig ita lly  at 16 bits w ith a sampling rate
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o f 44.100 Hz; 20 animal and 20 too i names), verbal visual (written Dutch words, black 
letters on a w hite background; 20 animal and 20 too i names), non-verbal visual (colored 
photographs; 20 animal and 20 too i photographs), and non-verbal auditory (natural 
sounds; 15 too i sounds and 15 animal vocalizations). The photographs and the natural 
sounds were ob ta ined from the M ultim odal Stimulus Set (Schneider et al. 2008). The 
exem plar sets in the fou r modalities were no t exactly the same: fo r pictures and natural 
sounds, the  exemplars were selected w ith special attention to  recognition rates and 
correct category identification, according to  the results o f Schneider and colleagues 
(Schneider e t al. 2008). The spoken and w ritten stimuli were selected such tha t words 
be longing to  the tw o categories matched fo r word length. The full list o f experimental 
stimuli is available in the Append ix (Table A2).
Experimental design
The experim enta l stimuli in each category in each m odality were d iv ided over tw o 
subsets so tha t half o f the exemplars made up one subset (see Appendix, Table A2). 
Stimuli from  one subset were presented in one block. W ith in  a block, each stimulus 
was presented tw o  or three tim es in succession. Stimulus duration was 400 ms fo r 
pictures, w ritten  words and natural sounds. The duration o f spoken words ranged 
from  426 to  1196 ms (M = 795ms, SD = 162 ms). A  fixation cross was shown on 
screen during  the  auditory presentation. Stimuli were fo llow ed by a blank screen w ith 
a random duration between 1000-1200 ms. The duration o f one b lock was 40 seconds, 
blocks were separated by 10 s o f fixation.
Each subset o f stimuli was presented fou r tim es during the experim ent bu t the 
order o f exemplars was randomized upon each next presentation o f the block. The 
order o f exemplars was d ifferent across all participants.
Subjects were instructed to  judge  w hether each stimulus w ithin a b lock was 
semantically consistent w ith the others. They had to  respond upon appearance to  
ou t-o f-ca tegory exemplars. The ou t-o f category exemplars were d istributed random ly 
in the  presentation. In fact, 50% o f the blocks d id  not contain any out-o f-category 
exemplars, 44% contained one out-o f-ca tegory exemplar, and 6% contained tw o  such 
exemplars. A ll ou t-o f-category exemplars were vehicles, musical instruments, o r sport 
objects. Subjects made responses by pressing a bu tton  w ith the index finger o f the 
dom inant hand. The experim ent finished w ith tw o  free recall blocks: in each o f them 
the name o f a category appeared on screen fo r 2 seconds, fo llow ed by 40 seconds o f 
a blank screen w ith a fixation cross. Subjects were instructed to  recall covertly all the 
entities from  the  probed category tha t they had seen during the  experiment.
FMRI data acquisition
Subjects were scanned with a Siemens 3T Tim-Trio MRI-scanner, using a 32-channel 
surface coil. We used a Parallel-Acquired Inhomogeneity-Desensitized (PAID) fMRI 
sequence (Poser e t al. 2006). That is, images were acquired at multiple TEs follow ing a 
single excitation. The follow ing acquisition parameters were used: TE, = 9.4 ms, TE2 =
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21.2 ms, TE3 = 33 ms, TE4 = 45 ms; TR = 2.28 s. Scans covered the whole brain with 35 
slices o f 3 mm thickness, slice-gap o f 17%; voxel size 3.5 x 3.5 x 3.5 mm3; field o f view 
224 mm; echo spacing 0.5 ms. The PAID multi-echo sequence entails broadened T2* 
coverage. Because T2*  mixes into the four echoes in a different way, the estimate o f T2* is 
improved. A  whole-brain high-resolution structural T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence was 
performed to  characterize subjects' anatomy (TR = 2300 ms, TE = 3.03 ms, 192 slices with 
voxel size o f 1 mm3, field o f view 256 mm), accelerated with GRAPPA parallel imaging.
FMRI data preprocessing
The first preprocessing step entailed the combination o f images acquired at multiple 
TEs with a contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) weighting approach (Poser et al. 2006) using a 
homemade MATLAB script (MATLAB R2008b, The MathWorks, Inc., Natie, MA). Subsequent 
preprocessing o f the fMRI data was performed using SPM8 (Welcome Trust Centre fo r 
Neuroimaging, University College London, UK). The combined EPI volumes were realigned 
and spatially normalized to  Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space w ithout changing 
the voxel size. Subsequently, fo r each subject, a linear model was created, containing the 
head-motion parameters and a set o f cosine basis functions. The cosine basis functions 
captured the low frequency drifts in the data with a cutoff at 448 seconds. A fter model 
estimation, the resulting residual images were used fo rfu rthe r processing.
For the  classification, residual images from  all volumes collected between six 
seconds after b lock onset and six seconds after b lock offset were selected (correcting 
fo r the hem odynam ic lag). Images were averaged w ith a sliding w indow  o f five images 
in order to  increase signal-to-noise ratio. A  grey m atter p robab ility  mask was created 
using a tem pla te  structural image. Voxels w ith a grey m atter p robab ility  exceeding 0.5 
were included in the searchlight analysis.
FMRI data analysis
Statistical analysis was perform ed using MATLAB R2008b (The MathWorks, Inc., Natie, 
MA) and FieldTrip, an open source Matlab too lbox fo r the analysis o f neuroimaging data 
(Oostenveld e t al. 2011). We used a multivariate searchlight technique together with 
a linear SVM classifier to  decode ob ject category (Figure 1A). The searchlight sphere 
was centered on each grey m atter voxel in turn and the classification accuracy and 
significance were com puted at the local spherical neighborhood o f the voxel. The radius 
o f the searchlight sphere was 2.5 voxels (diameter o f 17.5 mm) such tha t each sphere 
comprised 33 voxels. Classification accuracy (proportion o f correctly classified trials) fo r 
each sphere was assigned to  the sphere's central voxel, in order to  produce accuracy 
maps. The resulting accuracy maps were then smoothed w ith an 8-mm Gaussian kemel.
The fo llow ing unimodal classification tests were perform ed: i) classification w ith 
only p icture trials, ii) classification w ith only natural sound trials, iii) classification 
w ith only spoken w ord trials and iv) classification w ith only w ritten word trials. In 
all unimodal tests, the  classifier was tra ined and tested on the data from  d iffe ren t 
presentation blocks, in which the presented stimuli be longed to  d ifferent subsets.
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That is, the  testing phase always included unfam iliar category members, which is a 
crucial ingred ien t fo r inferring abstract category representation from  MVPA (Vindiola 
and W olm etz 2011). The procedure was subsequently repeated w ith the testing and 
tra in ing subsets interchanged. The results from the tw o validation runs were averaged 
to  produce a single estimate o f classification accuracy.
Finally, the generalization tes t across all modalities was perform ed. In th is test, 
the  classifier was trained on data be longing to  three input m odalities while data 
be longing to  the remaining m odality was retained fo r subsequent validation. The 
validation procedure was repeated fou r times such tha t each o f the m odality-specific 
data subsets was used once fo r the  validation. The results from the  validations were 
averaged to  produce a single estimate o f generalization performance.
Significance o f the classification outcom e at the single-subject level was assessed 
w ith a perm utation test. The classification accuracies were ob ta ined fo r 100 samples 
w ith random perm utations o f the class labels. The p-value was defined as the fraction 
o f samples fo r which the accuracy was greater than or equal to  the  accuracy obta ined 
using the correct labeling. W hile shuffling the  labels, we kept track o f the  partition ing  
o f the  data arising from  the  crossvalidation. That is, the labels were perm uted w ithin 
the  partitions o f the  dataset used to  bu ild  up each fo ld  (Pereira e t al. 2009). Im portantly, 
we also kept track o f the orig inal b lock structure o f the experim ent. The labels were 
shuffled no t between individual volumes bu t rather between entire blocks. In tha t way 
we to o k  in to  account w ith in -b lock correlations o f the fMRI data.
Statistical group level analysis
Consistency across subjects was accessed w ith a binom ial test. For each searchlight 
sphere, we calculated the num ber o f significant outcomes (p<0.01 in the perm utation 
test) across 14 subjects. Then we tested the significance o f th a t observed num ber 
w ith a binom ial test under the assumption that the p robab ility  o f a sphere to  be 
significant in a random subject was 0.01. Thus, we produced an estim ate o f significant 
perform ance o f a sphere across subjects under the null hypothesis tha t the  observed 
num ber o f successful outcom es was due to  false positives. In case o f rejection o f the 
null hypothesis, activ ity patterns w ith in  a sphere were taken to  be inform ative fo r the 
animals-tools classification across participants.
A fte r threshold ing, the  resulting statistical maps (group-level b inom ial test, 
p<0.001, FDR-corrected) were used to  identify clusters o f interest. The maps were 
transform ed into binary images w ith all significant voxels assigned to  1. Clusters 
o f significant voxels were identified  as the  connected com ponents in the three- 
dimensional binary representation. The resulting clusters were overlaid w ith the 
orig inal accuracy maps, and in each o f the clusters, the anatom ical location o f the 
voxel w ith maximal classification accuracy (averaged across subjects) was identified. 
Anatom ical labels were derived from  the  SPM Anatom y Toolbox (Eickhoff e t al. 2005).
The left-handed partic ipant was also included in the group  analysis. Before 
including this partic ipant, we ascertained tha t there was no significant difference in
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classification perform ance between this partic ipant and the others. Furthermore, the 
patterns em erging in the  group  level analysis d id  not change appreciably, regardless 
o f whether o r no t th is partic ipant was included.
Generalization to  the  free  recall session
An SVM classifier was tra ined  on the  data from  actual stim ulus presentation and then 
tes ted  on the  recall data. Voxels fo r  th is analysis were selected ind iv idua lly  fo r  each 
subject. A ll voxels be long ing  to  the  spheres tha t had shown s ign ifican t perform ance 
(p<0.01) in the  generalization across m odalities were used to  tra in the  classifier. 
Given the  selected voxels, the  classifier was tra ined on the  data from  each ind iv idua l 
m oda lity  (four separate tests) and subsequently tested  on the recall session. In 
add ition , the  classifier was tra ined  on the  com bined data from  all m oda lities and 
tested  on the  recall session.
Behavioral analysis
A  two-way analysis o f variance was used to  test fo r the differences in the experim ental 
task perform ance during the blocks o f d iffe ren t categories and modalities. This 
analysis was perform ed using PASW Statistics 18, Release Version 18.0.0 (SPSS, Inc., 
2009, Chicago, IL). This analysis included behavioral data from 13 partic ipants because 
responses from  one partic ipant were no t recorded due to  a hardware error.
RESULTS
Behavioral results
A  significant main e ffect o f m oda lity  on the response tim e was found, F(3,371) = 17.8, 
p<0.001. Participants responded fa s te rto  out-o f-category items during p icture blocks 
(M = 0.715 s, SD = 0.15) than during w ritten word blocks (M = 0.861 s, SD =0.15), 
spoken word blocks (M = 1.026 s, SD = 0.16) and sound blocks (M = 1.160 s, SD 
= 0.19). When interviewed after the  scanning session, all participants reported tha t 
the sound blocks represented the  m ost d ifficu lt task. This, toge the r w ith reported 
response tim e results, suggests tha t the  task was not o f equal d ifficu lty  among the  
m odalities. No significant e ffect o f category on response tim e (F(1,371) = 0.8, p = 
0.35) and no significant in teraction (F(3,371) = 0.402, p = 0.751 ) was found.
Searchlight results
The classification accuracies ob ta ined in the whole-brain searchlight analysis are shown 
in Figure 1. Panel B shows d is tribu tion  o f the accuracies in the searchlight maps o f one 
representative subject and Panel C shows the  d istribu tion  resulted from averaging the 
maps from  14 subjects. W hen averaged voxel-by-voxel across subjects, the accuracy 
values deviate less from  chance level. Extremely low values cancel ou t when averaging, 
while above-chance values persist in the averaged maps. This indicates tha t accurate
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Figure 1. A. Searchlight technique used fo r decod ing  o b je c t category. The accuracy o f  the  SVM 
classification was com puted  in the spherical ne ighborhood  o f each voxel as the searchlight sphere 
m oved th rough the  measured vo lum e, p rob ing  over 15.000 voxels in to ta l. Resulting accuracy 
maps were sm oothed ,thresho lded  and used fo r the  group-leve l analysis. B. Results o f the  post-hoc 
tes t show ing averaged classification accuracies across fourteen  subjects fo r fo u r m odalities. 
Selection o f voxels fo r classification was based on the  genera lization test. C. Distribu tion  o f 
the  classification accuracies from  the  searchlight maps in one representative subject. Results 
o f the  unim odal and the  cross-modal tests are shown. The central mark is the m edian; whiskers 
extend to  maximal and m inimal accuracy values. Black do ts  ind icate  the significance thresho ld  
(p<0.01 in the  perm uta tion  test). D. D istribu tion  o f the  classification accuracies from  averaged 
searchlight maps from  14 partic ipants. Black do ts ind ica te  mean significance thresho ld  (p<0.01 
in the  perm uta tion  test) across 14 partic ipants.
classification was no t only possible in individual subjects, bu t tha t the same voxels 
return high classification accuracies across subjects.
For visual ob ject presentations, the  group-level statistical analysis o f the searchlight 
maps replicated previous findings, showing categorical differences in regions o f the 
ventral visual pathway (bilateral m idd le  and in fe rio r occip ita l gyri (MOG, IOG), bilateral 
in ferior tem poral gyri (ITG), see Figure 2A and Table 1). Categorical responses in the 
ventral visual pathway were robust and reproducib le  across individuals.
For the  presentation o f natural sounds, the  group-level analysis identified  
category-specific patterns o f activation in prim ary aud ito ry cortex, specifically.
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bilateral posterior superior tem poral gyri (STG). These patterns can be explained by 
acoustic differences between the sounds o f the  tw o  categories. S ignificant clusters in 
the right hemisphere extend towards the m idd le  tem pora l and in ferior parietal gyri. 
Additionally, the analysis revealed consistent d ifferentia l response in bilateral superior 
frontal gyri (Figure 2B and Table 1).
In the searchlight classification analysis, both  w ith spoken and w ritten words, a set 
o f voxels in the bilateral STG was identified (Figure 2, panels C and D), a lthough fo r 
w ritten words only few  voxels in the le ft hemisphere survived the  threshold. Further, 
fo r spoken words, the analysis revealed d iffe ren tia ting  voxels in the frontal lobes (right 
MFG, righ t SFG, righ t orb ita l gyrus, le ft IFG).
As is evident in Figure 2, in a llfourw ith in -m oda lity  tests, group-level statistics revealed 
larger significant clusters in the right rather than in the le ft cerebral hemisphere. One 
m ight conclude that the right hemisphere contributes more strongly to  categorization 
taskthan the le ft hemisphere across all modalities. However, inspection o f w ith in-m odality 
activation maps from individual subjects showed no prevalence o f the right hemisphere 
in the number o f significant voxels. Most likely, the hemispherical asymmetry emerges in 
the group-level analysis because the category-responsive patterns were more spatially 
focused and more consistent across participants in the right hemisphere. Therefore, 
more voxels could have passed the group-level statistical test.
Figure 3 shows the statistical map obta ined in the  generalization test. The 
localization results are listed at the bo ttom  o f Table 1. The cross-modal searchlight 
m apping revealed a large group o f voxels w ith maximal accuracy in le ft ITG. The 
cluster partly extends to  a num ber o f adjacent brain areas, such as le ft FG, le ft ITG, le ft 
MTG, le ft IOG. The second-largest cluster o f voxels was identified  frontally, covering 
a large portion o f the righ t IFG and MFG. Further, tw o  significant clusters o f voxels 
were identified in the  le ft IFG. Finally, smaller clusters were found in the righ t FG, le ft 
angular gyrus and righ t cerebellum.
The analysis d id  no t show a one-to-one correspondence between the areas 
involved in unimodal and cross-modal category discrim ination. This is no t surprising 
given tha t the statistical sensitivity o f the unimodal and cross-modal tests was different. 
Figure 1B illustrates the  effect o f the d iffe ren t thresholds applied in the cross-modal 
and unimodal tests, showing tha t the classifiers' predictions in the cross-modal test 
were less variable than in the unimodal tests. This is due to  the fact tha t the  cross- 
modal test used many more exemplars fo r both  tra in ing and testing. W ith  an increase 
in the num ber o f test trials the significance threshold decreases because, given a large 
num ber o f trials, even classification perform ance th a t is slightly above chance level 
does not occur often in a perm utation sample.
In order to  fu rther test the functional involvem ent o f the  identified cross-modal 
areas, we perform ed a post-hoc analysis, where an SVM classifier was trained and 
tested fo r each o f the  fou r modalties, using the  voxels tha t had been identified in 
the cross-modal tes t (Figure 1D). As in the w hole-brain w ith in -m oda lity  analysis, the 
classifier was always tested on unfam iliar category exemplars. The classifier indeed
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Table 1. The results o f the searchlight analysis. A fte r threshold ing the group-leve l statistical maps, 
clusters o f sign ificant voxels were identified. A  threshold o f p<0.001 was chosen in all cases except 
fo r the w ritten  words and fo r the generalization across m odalities. For the w ritten words and 
fo r the generalization a threshold o f p<0.01 was chosen since, fo r those m odalities, no clusters 
survived the  more stringent threshold. A ll thresholds were FDR-corrected. In each o f the resulting 
clusters, the voxel w ith maximal classification accuracy (averaged across subjects) was identified. 
For each cluster, the  tab le  shows the cluster size as well as the anatom ical location and label o f the 
iden tified  voxel. For this voxel, the p-value obtained in the group-level tes t is given. Only clusters 
larger than 10 voxels are listed in the table.
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Modality Size X Y Z Location p-value
Pictures 637 48 -70 -1 Right M iddle  Temporal Gyrus 1.89E-15
199 -40 -56 -15 Left Fusiform Gyrus 3.23E-11
164 -47 -81 -1 Left M iddle  O ccip ita l Gyrus 9.24E-06
26 -43 -63 10 Left M iddle  Temporal Gyrus 9.24E-06
13 45 -21 45 Right Postcentral Gyrus 1.86E-07
12 -22 -95 17 Left M iddle  O ccip ita l Gyrus 9.24E-06
11 13 -98 3 Right Calcarine 9.24E-06
Sounds 249 62 -46 -1 Right M iddle  Temporal Gyrus 9.24E-06
21 -57 -25 10 Left Superior Temporal Gyrus 9.24E-06
20 -43 -25 6 Left Superior Temporal Gyrus 1.86E-07
19 55 -49 45 Right Inferior Parietal Gyrus 9.24E-06
16 27 42 38 Right Superior Frontal Gyrus 9.24E-06
15 -19 4 69 Left Superior Frontal Gyrus 9.24E-06
12 24 14 62 Right Superior Frontal Gyrus 9.24E-06
Spoken words 838 66 -14 3 Right Superior Temporal Gyrus 2.85E-13
386 31 53 -11 Right M iddle  O rb ita l Gyrus 1.86E-07
107 -50 0 -8 Left Superior Temporal Gyrus 3.23E-11
54 -61 -28 10 Left Superior Temporal Gyrus 9.24E-06
47 -8 60 24 Left Superior Medial Frontal Gyrus 9.24E-06
39 -43 25 20 Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus 9.24E-06
23 6 32 45 Right Superior Medial Frontal Gyrus 9.24E-06
15 24 -28 17 Right Thalamus 9.24E-06
14 6 53 41 Right Superior Medial Frontal Gyrus 9.24E-06
13 45 11 -32 Right Temporal Pole 9.24E-06
11 -43 42 -1 Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus, p. Triangularis 9.24E-06
11 -1 18 17 Left A n te rio r C ingu la te 9.24E-06
W ritten words 114 59 -32 6 Right Superior Temporal Gyrus 9.24E-06
All 301 -43 -53 -11 Left In ferior Temporal Gyrus 3.23E-11
250 34 39 -8 Right In ferior O rb ita l Gyrus 3.35E-04
46 31 -42 -18 Right Fusiform Gyrus 3.35E-04
44 -43 -70 27 Left Angu lar Gyrus 3.35E-04
27 31 -70 -50 Right Cerebellum 9.24E-06
27 38 32 3 Right Inferior Frontal Gyrus, p. Triangularis 3.35E-04
17 -40 39 10 Left In ferior Frontal Gyrus 9.24E-06
12 3 -70 -18 Right Cerebellum , Vermis 3.35E-04




Figure 2. Results o f the  searchlight analysis, showing d iscrim inab ility  between animals and too ls 
in the w ith in -m oda lity  tests. The co lo r represents the p-values resulting from  the g roup-leve l 
statistical analysis. A. Results fo r p icture-based classification. B. Results fo r natural sound-based 
classification. C. Results fo r spoken word-based classification. D. Results fo r w ritten w ord-based 
classification. The maps in panels A, B, C are thresho lded at p<0.001, FDR-corrected; fo r w ritten  
words presentations (panel D) the map is thresho lded at p<0.01, FDR-corrected, because no 
clusters survived the more stringen t threshold.
p e r fo rm e d  a b o v e  ch a n ce  le ve l in each  o f  th e  fo u r  m o d a lit ie s , s h o w in g  th a t  th e s e  
re g io n s  w e re  in v o lv e d  in  u n im o d a l c a te g o ry  d is c r im in a t io n . T h e  p e r fo rm a n c e  is, 
h o w e ve r, n o t h ig h  e n o u g h  to  pass th e  th re s h o ld  in th e  u n im o d a l tes ts .
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Figure 3. Results o f the searchlight analysis, showing d iscrim inab ility  between animals and tools 
in the generalization across m odalities. The co lo r represents the p-values resulting from  the 
group-leve l statistical analysis, thresholded at p<0.01, FDR-corrected. A. W hole-brain view. B
M ultip le  slices view. Locations o f the  axial sections are illustrated in the bo ttom  row.
Free recall tes t
As an additional task, at the very end o f the experiment, subjects were asked to  
recall all the exemplars o f both categories they had seen during the experim ent. We 
assessed how well the classifier that had been tra ined on the data from each individual 
m odality or on the combination o f m odalities w ould pred ict the category o f entities 
in the recall session. Results o f this test are shown in Figure 4. Voxels tha t had shown 
significant performance in the generalization were used fo r the analysis in all the 
modalities. The average classification accuracies and the Standard error o f the mean 
in this test were 0.56±0.06, 0.65±0.06, 0.56+0.06 and 0.60±0.07 fo r classifiers trained 
on pictures, sounds, spoken words or w ritten words, respectively. Finally, when trained 
on the com bination o f all modalities, and tested on the free recall data, the classifier 
perform ed at 0.67±0.05.
In this test, we observed a large variation in classification performance across 
subjects. One cause o f this variation is the low num ber o f exemplars in the test set 
in this analysis. The recall session only consisted o f tw o blocks of 40 seconds each. 
Therefore, the number o f volumes available fo r testing the classifier in this condition 
was relatively low. Classification accuracies deviated considerably from chance level, 
and even very high accuracies obta ined in some participants were not statistically 
reliable. Nevertheless, Figure 4 illustrates, that, on the whole, across the group o f 14 
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Figure 4. Free recall test performance. The averaged classification accuracies across fourteen 
subjects are shown. Selection o f voxels for classification was based on the generalization test. The 
classifiers have been trained on the data from one m odality or on the combination from all modalities 
(see captions below the graph) and tested on the free recall data. Error bars indicate Standard error o f 
the mean. P-values obtained in a right-tail t-test against 0.5 are shown above each bar.
level. The accuracies obta ined from the group were significantly higher than chance 
level (right-ta iled t-test, p<0.01), when trained on the com bination o f the data from 
all m odalities. This indicates successful ob ject category decoding during free recall.
DISCUSSION
In the present study, we investigated the possibility to  decode semantic category 
(animals versus tools) from fMRI spatial patterns using an SVM searchlight technique in 
a setting where stimuli were presented using four different input modalities. Significant 
decoding perform ance was achieved, both w ithin and across d ifferent input modalities. 
Furthermore, the em ployed searchlight technique allowed localization o f those brain 
regions tha t were involved in successful decoding across subjects. A free recall test 
showed tha t these brain regions even allowed decoding o f semantic category in some 
subjects in the absence o f external stimuli.
Overall, the unimodal results in the present study confirm  previous work on animal- 
too l dissociations in the brain. Evidence has accumulated tha t visual presentation of 
these ob ject categories e lic it d istinct patterns o f neural activity in regions that mediate 
ob ject recognition, notably the ventral occip ito-tem pora l processing stream (Martin 
2007; O p de Beeck et al. 2008). In a series o f studies (Chao et al. 1999; Chao et al. 
2002), Chao and colleagues found greater activity in the lateral fusiform  gyrus (FG) fo r 
animals than fo r tools stimuli. In contrast, the medial FG was more active fo r tools than 
fo r animals. In posterior lateral tem poral cortex, enhanced activity in left posterior 
MTG and in ferior tem poral sulcus in response to  tools was reported. These results 
have been replicated in a num ber o f later studies (reviewed by Martin 2001, 2007).
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Im portantly, recent studies have reported sim ilar anim al-tool d istinctions in semantic 
decision tasks w ith verbal stimuli, namely w ritten objects ' names (Devlin e t al. 2005; 
Hauk et al. 2008) and spoken objects ' names (Noppeney e t al. 2006). O nly few studies 
have investigated dissociations in processing o f animal and to o i sounds. Tranel (Tranel 
e t al. 2003; Tranel e t al. 2005) dem onstrated m odulation o f the  activation in the ventral 
inferior-tem poral cortex when naming sounds. O ther neuroim aging studies showed a 
le ft posterio r MTG focus fo r too i sounds and bilateral m idd le  STG focus fo r animal 
sounds (Lewis e t al. 2005; Doehrmann and Naumer 2008). In the  la tte rtw o  studies, the 
authors suggest tha t the  region o f m iddle STG is more sensitive to  physical attributes 
o f the  sounds, whereas posterio r MTG operates on h igher processing levels and 
supports lexical-semantic processing.
For the tw o  verbal m odalites -  spoken and w ritten words, the searchlight 
technique revealed large clusters o f category-discrim inative voxels in bilateral m iddle 
and posterior STG -  a region tha t supports lexical-phonological processing (Hickok 
and Poeppel 2007). A lthough  the discrim inative patterns th a t resulted from  the  group- 
level analysis seem to  be right-dom inant, this is likely due to  the  fact tha t the  responses 
were more variable across participants in the le ft rather than in the righ t hemisphere.
The novelty o f our research lies in demonstrating that the semantic category o f a 
presented stimulus can be decoded not only using different input modalities but also by 
generalizing the decoding across modalities. Our cross-modal classification results directly 
demonstrate that the left ITG, FG and pMTG display a common pattern o f activation 
fo r concrete objects, regardless o f whether objects are presented visually, auditory or 
verbally. This implies that neuronal circuits in these regions support the representation of 
semantic knowledge by integrating information originating from different input streams.
Shinkareva e t al. (2011) app lied  a m ultivariate classification approach to  identify the 
category o f presented stim uli (dwellings versus tools), and dem onstra ted the ab ility  to  
generalize the classifier between tw o modalities (pictures and w ritten  words). To our 
know ledge, it is the only previously published study tha t showed generalization o f a 
classifier across modalities. A  d irect comparison between the  study o f Shinkareva at al. 
(2011) and the present study is problem atic since d iffe ren t signal analysis approaches 
were used. In Shinkareva e t al. (2011) the m odalities were com pared at a level o f 
d is tribu ted  patterns o f activations, while the present study exam ined local patterns. 
By analyzing a single brain region at a tim e, Shinkareva e t al. (2011) revealed a large 
num ber o f regions in which voxels were diagnostic fo r the  sem antic category in a 
sim ilar way across the tw o  modalities. Contrary to  these results, in the present study 
the whole-brain searchlight analysis identified a very d istinctive cluster o f common 
activation fo r the d iffe ren t m odalities in the le ft ITG (Figure 3).
The integrative role o f the le ft ITG and ventrolateral occ ip ito -tem pora l cortex 
has been suggested by previous studies. The le ft fusiform  region supports com plex 
visual processing and, fo r a long tim e, it has been assumed tha t the  visual differences 
between stimuli o f d iffe ren t categories fu lly  account fo r the  category-re lated patterns 
o f activation in this region. However, accumulation o f evidence in recent years suggests
C hapter 3 | M odality-independent decoding o f semantic inform ation from the human brain
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tha t th is region is sensitive to  semantic m anipulations (Vandenberghe e t al. 1996; 
Moore and Price 1999; Martin and Chao 2001; Price et al. 2003; Devlin et al. 2005; 
W heatley e t al. 2005; Martin 2007; Birn e t al. 2010; Van Doren et al. 2010).
A  number o f authors considered left posterior MTG as a key node in the system o f 
storage and retrieval o f lexical-semantic information in the brain (Hagoort and Levelt 
2009; Snijders et al. 2009; Binder and Desai 2011). In a recent study, Wei and collegues 
demonstrated that the amplitude o f spontaneous low-frequency fluctuations in the BOLD 
signal in the leftpM TG ishighly correlated with individual variability in conceptual processing 
efficiency, assessed with behavioral tests (Wei et al. 2012). The behavioral tests included 
picture and sound object naming and picture associative matching. The left pMTG was the 
only brain region in which the spontaneous neuronal activity was significantly correlated 
with performance in all tests, regardless o f stimulus modality (Wei et al. 2012).
Studies on audio-visual integration further support the suggested integrative role of 
the left posterior MTG and FG. This research focuses on how information from several 
sensory modalities is integrated to  form  a coherent whole. In a natural perceptual situation 
a complex visual stimulus is paired with a matching auditory counterpart, fo r instance, the 
picture o f a car and its corresponding engine sound. Neuroimaging studies have intended 
to capture this process o f audio-visual integration, either by contrasting unimodal and 
bimodal stimuli or by contrasting congruent and incongruent bimodal stimuli. In a number 
o f studies, posterior MTG has been shown to  be important fo r integrating multimodal 
information about complex stimuli (Beauchamp et al. 2004; Naumer et al. 2009). Activation 
in the left FG has also been found in studies on audio-visual integration (Adams and 
Janata 2002), as reviewed by (Doehrmann and Naumer 2008).
The generalization tests also revealed a num ber o f frontal areas involved in the 
semantic task, regardless o f input modality, which indicates abstracting away from 
low-level perceptual features to  higher-level conceptual processing. These results are 
consistent with previous research. Lesions o f the dorsal and medial frontal lobe cause 
transcortical m otor aphasia (Luria and Tsvetkova 1968; Alexander 1997), a syndrome w ith 
characteristic nonfluency in spontaneous speech and word-finding problems, especially 
in cases when a large set o f responses is possible (Robinson e t al. 1998). Patients are 
often able to  name objects relatively normally, but are unable to  generate a list o f words 
w ithin a category when no cue is presented (Luria and Tsvetkova 1968; Freedman e t al. 
1984). Neuroim aging studies on semantic fluency, which is an ability to  generate word 
lists, have shown activation in the  superior-anterior part o f the MFG (Birn e t al. 2010).
The present results strongly agree w ith a hierarchical neuroanatomical m odel o f 
sem antic processing as recently proposed by Binder and Desai (Binder and Desai 2011). 
In short, th is model describes semantic processing as an interactive continuum , where 
low-level m odality-specific representations in teract w ith higher-level convergence 
zones. The convergence zones in the  in ferior parietal lobe and much o f the  ventral 
and lateral tem poral lobe bind representations from m ultip le  m odalities and encode 
an abstract, schematic level o f concept representation. Binder fu rther proposes tha t 
prefrontal regions sim ilar to  those identified  in the  current study control top -dow n
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activations and are necessary fo r se lf-guided, goal-d irected semantic retrieval (Binder 
e t al. 2009; B inder and Desai 2011).
Successful decoding o f semantic category independent o f input m oda lity  also 
points towards the possib ility o f develop ing a bra in-com puter interface (BCI), which 
is driven exclusively by concept selection. The experimental scenario o f the  final 
analysis, where we assessed w hether the classifier could identify semantic category 
in free recall, is close to  a desired real-life situation o f BCI usage. In th is analysis, we 
com pared decoding performances o f d iffe ren t classifiers: each classifier was tra ined on 
the  data from  one m odality and tested on the  free recall data, and voxels tha t allowed 
fo r generalization across fou r m odalities were used. The above-chance performances 
obta ined in th is test indicate the possib ility  o f decod ing  semantic in form ation from 
the  brain, during non-directed free recall, in the  absence o f any acoustic o r visual 
cues. The im provem ent o f prediction accuracy when tra ined on the  com bination o f 
a ll,m odalities confirms tha t the patterns o f the  neuronal activations captured by the 
generalization test reflect conceptual representations tha t abstract away from specific 
sensory a ttributes o f presented stimuli.
Summarizing, our study has shown tha t decoding o f semantic category 
independent o f input m odality is a feasible goal. O ur results lead us to  conclude tha t 
le ft in ferior tem poral cortex in com bination w ith righ t m iddle and superior frontal 
cortex and le ft in ferior frontal cortex could be a viable substrate fo r such decoding. 
The present results o ffe r an opportun ity  to  decode semantic inform ation from  brain 
signals and pave the way fo r understanding the mechanisms o f storage and retrieval o f 
semantic inform ation. In this view, the present study is especially interesting given tha t 
categorical d iscrim ination is one o f the basic princip les o f organization o f semantic 
know ledge in humans (M andler 2004).
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INTRODUCTION
Functional Magnetic Resonance Im aging (fMRI) is a w idely used technique fo r 
m apping neuronal function in the  living brain. A t present, the m ajority o f human fMRI 
studies are done in MRI scanners w ith fie ld  strength o f 1.5 or 3 Tesla (T). Based on 
physical principals behind MR im aging, the  contrast and spatial resolution o f the fMRI 
signal should increase w ith the fie ld  strength. In recent years, 7 Tesla high-fie ld fMRI 
systems have become available (Yacoub e t al. 2001; Ugurbil 2012). As expected, the 
experimental data from 7T systems confirm s the improved signal-to-noise ratio and 
increased sensitivity o f h igh-fie ld im aging (Vaughan e t al. 2001). It has been suggested, 
tha t the ab ility  to  obtain deta iled functional images could "elevate to  new heights the 
methods o f studying brain function as well as our understanding o f it" , especially when 
com bined with recently developed decoding approaches fo r fMRI (Ugurbil 2012).
In this study we set ou t to  replicate our recent results on m odality-independent 
decoding o f semantic in form ation (Simanova et al. 2014) using h igh-resolution fMRI. 
In the experim ent reported in Simanova and co-authors (2014), partic ipants were 
presented w ith objects o f tw o semantic categories (animals and tools) in d ifferent 
m odalities (pictures, words, natural sounds). The semantic category o f the  presented 
ob ject could be decoded from local patterns o f fMRI signal, and moreover, the 
decoding a lgorithm  could be generalized across d iffe ren t m odalities o f ob ject 
presentation, revealing the  bo ttom -up  cross-modal in tegration processes in the 
le ft in ferior tem poral cortex (IT), posterio r m idd le  tem poral cortex (pMTG), lateral 
prefrontal cortex (latPFC) and in fe rio r fronta l gyrus (IFG). Here, the  same experim ent 
was repeated in a 7T scanner, and functional images w ith an isotropic resolution o f
1.5 mm were collected, in contrast to  the  3.5 mm resolution o f the previous study. We 
further extended the experim ent by investigating top-dow n crossmodal processing -  
generalizing the  classifier from m ultim oda l perception to  free recall.
In the  study o f Simanova e t al., we used a searchlight analysis approach 
(Kriegeskorte e t al. 2006). In searchlight analysis, decoding is perform ed on a small 
selection o f voxels, which is typ ica lly  de fined as a sphere, which is moved th roughou t 
the brain and centred on every voxel in turn (Kriegeskorte e t al. 2006). The outcom e 
o f the decoding (typically, the  classification accuracy) from  each sphere is m apped to  
its central voxel. The resulting maps reflect the  d is tribu tion  o f in form ation in the  brain 
volum e o f an individual subject. A  group-level analysis is typ ica lly  perform ed using the 
individual subjects' accuracy maps.
The searchlight m ethod is an effective too i fo r m apping cognitive functions 
(Kriegeskorte et al. 2006; Kriegeskorte and Bandettini 2007). A t the same tim e, a few 
relevant points o f critique to  this approach have been raised recently (Chen e t al. 2011; 
Etzel e t al. 2013; Todd e t al. 2013). First, several authors suggested grouping o f voxels 
according to  the distance on the cortical surface, ra therthan Euclidian distance in the 
volume (Chen e t al. 2011; O osterhof e t al. 2011). Such surface-based voxel grouping 
takes into account the cortical fo ld ing  and ensures tha t voxels com ing from  different 
gyri do no t fall in the same searchlight sphere, even if they are adjacent in the volume.
Chapter 4 I M oda lity -independen t responses to  semantic categories in 7T fMRI
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It has been shown, tha t surface-based voxel selection improves the sensitivity and 
interpretability o f the searchlight method (Oosterhof e t al. 2011; O osterhof e t al. 2010).
Further, a number o f authors showed that the second-level (group) analysis o f 
searchlight inform ation maps could be subject to  confounds, and return incom plete or 
misleading results (Etzel e t al. 2013; Todd e t al. 2013). For example, when the information 
at the level o f individual subjects is d istributed and weak, and the inform ative clusters 
do not align well across subjects, the group analysis can locate inform ative voxels 
between the locations in individual subjects, d istorting the fine-grained topographical 
maps produced by the searchlight analysis in each individual (Etzel e t al. 2013).
In the present paper, we adjust the searchlight m ethodo logy in line w ith the 
critique m entioned above. We take the advantage o f h igh-resolution fMRI and deta iled 
anatomical in form ation obta ined from the 7T scanner to  conduct a surface-based 
searchlight analysis (O osterhof e t al. 2011), where surface-based geodesie distances 
are used to  define searchlight volumes. We perform  all analyses in the native subjects' 
headspace and report the results at the single subject level.
In summary, the goals o f the present study are: 1) to  replicate the results o f Simanova et 
al., 2014 on cross-modal decoding o f semantic information, while 2) taking a close look at 
single-subject cross-modal activity patterns with high resolution fMRI and topographically 
accurate surface-based searchlight mapping and 3) describe the common topography of 
category-specific activity fo r cross-modal generalization and free recall.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Three native Dutch speakers (one male, 21-28 years o f age) partic ipated in the study. 
All subjects reported tha t they d id  not suffer from any psychological o r neurological 
disorders. A ll the subjects gave w ritten inform ed consent p rio r to  the  experim ent in 
accordance w ith the local research ethics com m ittee.
Experimental design
Stimuli o f two semantic categories (animals and tools) were presented in four modalities: 
pictures (40 colored photographs on black background), written words (40 written Dutch 
words, white letters on black background), spoken words (40 spoken Dutch words recorded 
digitally at 16 bits with a sampling rate o f 44.100 Hz), and natural sounds (30 natural 
sounds: tooi sounds and animal vocalizations), see Appendix Table A2. In the non-verbal 
modalities, stimuli from the Multimodal Stimulus Set were used (Schneider et al. 2008).
Stimuli were presented in 40-seconds blocks w ith 10-seconds intervals. During each 
block, stimuli o f same category and same modality were presented one by one (stimulus 
duration was 400 ms, w ith intervals from 1000 to  1200 ms). In 50% o f the blocks, one 
or tw o catch items from another category were inserted. Participants were instructed to 
judge whether each stimulus w ithin a block was semantically consistent w ith the others, 
and respond w ith a button press when they encountered an inconsistent item.
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The experim ent consisted o f fou r runs, and each run included 16 blocks. The order 
o f blocks, and the  order o f stimuli w ithin the block were randomized across subjects. 
Same as in Simanova e t al., 2014, all stimuli were d iv ided  in tw o  subsets that were 
presented in d iffe ren t blocks. During the analysis, tra in ing and testing o f the classifier 
was always perfo rm ed on d ifferent subsets, which is im portan t to  abstract away from 
perceptual a ttribu tes o f the  presented stimuli.
The experim ent also included e igh t free recall blocks: tw o at the end o f each 
run. In each free recall b lock the name o f a category appeared on the  screen fo r 2 
seconds, fo llow ed by 40 seconds o f a blank screen w ith a fixation cross. Subjects were 
instructed to  recall covertly all entities from the probed category tha t they had seen, 
read or heard during  the experim ent.
D uring the  post-experim ent debriefing all participants reported difficulties with 
the experim ental task in the  auditory blocks (natural sounds and spoken words). As 
m éntioned before, the  task was to  respond by pressing a bu tton  upon appearance 
o f semantically m ismatching (target) items. Analysis o f task performance showed a 
very high percentage o f errors in the auditory blocks: subjects missed from 30% to  
90% o f ta rge t items (on average 64%). The high error rate indicates tha t subjects 
fa iled to  recognize many o f the presented sounds and spoken words. Most probably 
this happened due to  the  scanner noise and low qua lity  o f audio presentation. 
Unfortunately, due to  safety regulations, installing m ore advanced audio setup in 
the 7T scanner was not possible at the  tim e o f the  experim ent. We also found tha t 
participants responded much more accurately to  the ta rge t stimuli during the visual 
blocks (percentage o f missed targets fo r pictures and w ritten  words varied from 0% to  
30%, w ith an average o f 12%). We therefore decided to  exclude the auditory blocks 
from the current analysis, and focus on the data from  the  visual blocks, still allow ing 
cross-modal generalization between picture and w ritten w ord representations.
FMRI data acquisition
Subjects were scanned w ith a Siemens 7T MRI-scanner a t the  Erwin L. Hahn Institute 
fo r M agnetic Resonance Im aging (Essen, Germany), using a 32-channel surface coil. 
We used a 3D EPI sequence w ith the TR o f 1.98 s and the  isotropic resolution of
1.5 mm3 (80 slices). T1-w eighted images from  each subject were acquired w ith the 
MP2RAGE (3D m agnetization-prepared rapid grad iën t echo scanning protocol), w ith 
the spatial resolution o f 0.75 mm.
FMRI data pre-processing
The fMRI data were pre-processed using MATLAB R2012a (The MathWorks, Inc., 
Natie, MA), and the Autom atic  Analysis too lbox  (h ttps://g ithub.com /rhodricusack/ 
automaticanalysis/w iki). The functional volumes were realigned to  the first volume of 
the  firs t run and the  mean volum e across all runs was com puted, to  which the structural 
images were realigned. Structural volumes were denoised to  im prove subsequent 
segm entation and brain extraction. The la tte r were perfo rm ed using FSLfunctions; the
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brain extraction and segm entation outcom e was contro lled and adjusted manually. 
Segmented images were passed to  the Freesurfer analysis suite (h ttp ://surfer.nm r. 
m gh.harvard.edu/) fo r cortical reconstruction (Dale e t al. 1999).
Surface-based voxel selection
A fte r surface reconstruction, the  top o lo g y  and coordinates o f the ou ter surface (the 
pial surface-grey m atter boundary) and the inner surface (grey m atter-white m atter 
boundary) were extracted. The surfaces were realigned w ith the functional data by 
estim ating the required affine transform ation. For each vertex on the surface, a set 
o f adjacent voxels in-between the tw o surfaces were selected, using the surface- 
based voxel selection to o lb o x  by O osterhof (2011). Voxel selection was add itiona lly  
restricted only to  voxels w ith the  grey m atter p robab ility  above 0.1. Each searchlight 
disc included a fixed num ber o f voxels (24 voxels), and had an average radius o f 
2.1 mm. The surface-to-voxels m apping was stored fo r fu rther m ultivariate pattern 
analysis. Based on the  results o f Simanova e t al. (2014) and Fairhall and Caramazza 
(2013) we restricted the searchlight analysis to  the  le ft hemisphere.
M ultivaria te  analysis
We used a linear support vector machine (SVM) classifier in order to  decode ob jec t 
category in each surface-based searchlight disc. The generalization analysis across 
picture and w ritten  word presentation was perform ed, where the classifier was tra ined 
on the  fMRI data from  blocks o f w ritten words, and tested on the data from picture 
blocks, and vice versa. The results from  these tw o fo lds were averaged to  produce a 
single estim ate o f generalization accuracy.
The second searchlight analysis was perform ed on the free recall blocks, where 
the classifier was tra ined on m erged data from pictures and written words blocks, and 
tested on the free recall blocks.
In all tests, the  num ber o f exemplars from  tw o classes was balanced. Significance 
o f the  classification at the single-subject level was assessed w ith a binom ial test: the 
perform ance o f the tra ined classifier was compared w ith tha t o f a baseline classifier tha t 
assigns all trials to  same class (Salzberg 1997). The outcom e maps were thresholded 
at p<0.05 (FDR-corrected fo r the  num ber o f tested searchlights).
Anatom ical labels were derived from the  atlas incorporated in the Freesurfer suit 
(Destrieux e t al. 2010), after resampling each subject's surface to  a tem pla te  brain 
surface, so tha t the  individual curvature pattern best aligned w ith the tem plate  pattern 
(Fischl e t al. 1999).
For visualization o f the results, the  resulting maps were projected on individual 
subjects' cortical surface.
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RESULTS
Results of the cross-modal searchlight analysis from three individual subjects are shown 
in Figure 1. In this test, the classifier was trained to  predict the semantic category of the 
presented object, using the fMRI data from one presentation modality, and then tested 
on another modality. The procedure was repeated twice (two-fold crossvalidation, from 
pictures to  words and from words to  pictures). In Figure 1A, locations o f the cortical 
surface that returned significant prediction accuracy across the two folds (p<0.05, FDR- 
corrected), are marked. In line with the previous results of Simanova et al., the cross- 
modal analysis in all three subjects revealed a cluster of voxels in IT cortex (lateral fusiform 
and inferotemporal gyri) and pMTG. The topography of significant clusters in other 
parts of the brain showed less agreement across subjects; however, the topography also 
suggests involvement o f the IGF, latPFC, and medial prefrontal cortex.
Figure 1B shows the statistical maps o f the cross-modal classification resulting 
from the individual folds: i) the classifier tra ined on pictures and tested on written 
words and ii) the classifier trained on w ritten words and tested on pictures. The maps 
from the tw o fo lds are not identical, bu t are, however, similar in some locations. Note 
that those locations are the most significant in the jo in t test (Figure 1A).
Results o f the free recall test are shown in Figure 2 (p<0.05, FDR-corrected). In 
this test, the classifier was tra ined on the data from visual and tex t blocks, and tested 
on the recall blocks. The searchlight maps o f the three subjects show large individual 
differences. W ide-spread significant patterns in prefrontal cortex and in the anterior 
cingulate cortex in Subjects 1 and 3 are the most evident findings.
DISCUSSION
The reported data agree w ith the previous results on cross-modal semantic decoding 
by. Simanova et al., 2014. Methodologically, we build on the previous results by 
using high-resolution fMRI and topographica lly accurate surface-based searchlight 
m apping. In the first part o f this discussion we take a closer look at single-subject 
bo ttom -up  cross-modal in tegration in the IT cortex. In the second part, we discuss the 
topography o f top-dow n semantic activation during free recall.
Cross-modal generalization and response in the le ft inferior tem poral cortex 
Visual object recognition strongly relies on the ability of IT neurons to generalize across 
exemplars. Depending on lighting, position and distance from the viewer, the same object 
can produce drastically different retinal images; yet we perceive the object type despite 
perceptual variance. It has been shown, that neurons in human inferotemporal cortex afford 
multiple levels o f generalization (Hoffman and Logothetis 2009). Forexample, IT neurons 
show not only invariance to size, position and in-plane rotation (meaning that the same 
real-world object elicits response in a single neuron despite changes in these parameters), 
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Figure 1. Results o f the cross-modal searchlight analysis. Searchlight maps from three participants are 
shown (p<0.05, FDR-corrected). A. Results o f the two-fold cross-modal analysis, averaged across the 
folds. B. Results o f each fo ld  in the cross validation: classifier trained on pictures data and tested on 
text data (left) and vice versa (right). 1 -  dorso-medial prefrontal cortex; 2 -  posterior m iddle temporal 
gyrus; 3 -  dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex; 4 -  inferior frontal gyrus; 5 -  inferior temporal cortex.
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Figure 2. Results o f the generalization form  m ultim odal perception to  free recaii. Searchlight 
maps from  all three partic ipants are shown (p<0.05, FDR-corrected). An additional (dorsal) view 
fo r Subject 1 shows sign ificant locations in the dorsal frontal cortex. 1 -  dorso-medial prefrontal 
cortex; 2 -  posterio r m iddle  tem poral gyrus; 3 -  dorso-lateral prefronta l cortex; 4 -  inferior frontal 
gyrus; 5 -  in ferior tem poral cortex; 6 -  in ferioparie tal cortex.
of IT cortex in primates, and human fMRI studies have described focal regions of the 
IT cortex that respond selectively to visual objects such as faces (Halgren et al. 1999; 
Kanwisher et al. 1997; McCarthy et al. 1997; Kanwisher and Yovel 2006) or places (Aguirre 
et al. 1998; Haxby et al. 1994; Epstein et al. 1999) (but see Haxby et al. (2011) for evidence 
on distributed response in IT to complex visual stimuli). Typically, no specific location for 
visual representation of living or non-living objects can be defined in IT cortex, although 
medial-to-lateral segregation showing preferences fo r these categories has been reported 
(Chao et al. 1999; Mahon et al. 2007; Noppeney et al. 2006).
Experiments have shown tha t neurons in macaque IT cortex also afford 
generalization across modalities, i.e. they respond to  auditory cues when the monkey
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has been trained to  associate an auditory and a visual cue (Colom bo and Gross 1994; 
Gibson and Maunsell 1997), reviewed by Hoffman and Logothetis (2009). The cross- 
modal nature of representations in IT cortex has also been shown in human fMRI 
(see fo r example reviews by Martin 2007, Price 2010, Binder and Desai 2011, as well 
as recent studies: Simanova et al. 2014, Carlson et al. 2013, Fairhall and Caramazza 
(2013)). The present results agree w ith the previous findings, showing a cluster of 
m odality-invariant category-specific response in all subjects in lateral fusiform gyrus.
One could suggest that the categorical structure in IT cortex simply reflects visual 
similarities o f objects, e.g. correlates with modality-specific response in the IT. However, 
other studies show that the category-specific pattern o f responses in the IT cortex 
develop in congenitally blind individuals who have had no visual experience (Mahon 
and Caramazza 2009; Pietrini et al. 2004; Noppeney et al. 2003), fo r a review see Bedny 
and Saxe (2012). Based on these and on the present results, it looks plausible that the 
neurons in the IT cortex are prom pted to  associate multimodal sensory percepts if they 
co-occur in a meaningful, or rewarding way (Hoffman and Logothetis 2009), and create 
object imprints that are abstracted away from the specifics o f the visual modality.
W ith the high spatial resolution o f the 7T scanner and the employed method of 
surface-based voxel selection fo r multivariate searchlight analysis, the present study 
gives insight about the topography o f m odality-independent category-selective 
responses in IT cortex at the single subject level. Responses appea rto  be organized in 
small clusters distributed over the cortex. A similar topographical structure of category- 
selective responses has been described in Macaque IT cortex (Kiani et al. 2007), where 
cel Is located close to  each other tend to  have similar selectivity fo r stimuli and categories.
From a methodological point o f view, when compared with the results of the 2014 
study, the present results show that effects at the single subject level are much more 
local than those obtained in the group-level analysis (Simanova et al. 2014). This can be 
related to the more coarse spatial resolution, volume-based selection of voxels fo r the 
searchlight, and the tendency of the group-level analysis in searchlight technique to  blur 
the spatial extent o f the effect (Etzel et al. 2013). The present results indicate the potential 
benefit o f focusing on individual subject results, provided that high-resolution fMRI scans 
and sensitive analysis techniques are used. In this respect, the outcomes o f the group- 
level analysis should be considered as probability maps for finding a certain effect in an 
individual subject, but not showing the spatial distribution of the effect per se.
F ree reca ll
The previos study by Simanova et al. hinted tha t semantic inform ation could be 
decoded from the amodal semantic system during concept recall, in the absence o f any 
perceptual cues. However, in that study, due to  design lim itations, significance o f the 
recall decoding at the level o f individual subjects could not be assessed. Besides, the 
statistical sensitivity o f the test was too  low to  assess independently the involvem ent 
o f the tem poral and prefrontal regions in the category prediction during recall. In the 
present experim ent, more recall blocks were incorporated, which improved statistical
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sensitivity and made it possible to  analyze the brain activity associated w ith the recall 
in individual subjects in more deta il.
A  num ber o f neuroim aging studies have shown shared brain activity across 
perception and recall (O 'Craven and Kanwisher 2000, fo r reviews see Tong and Pratte 
2012, Man e t al. 2013) Some studies used the decoding approach, and attem pted 
generalize a classifier from perception to  imagery. Most o f previous studies explored 
the visual modality. For exam ple, Thirion et al. (2006) showed successful prediction 
o f simple visual patterns during  recall, using re tino top ic organization o f early visual 
areas (Thirion e t al. 2006); Stokes e t al. decoded imagery o f individual letters from 
lateral occipita l cortex (Stokes e t al. 2009), and Harrison and Tong (2009) predicted the 
orientation o f gratings from early visual areas when the physical stimulus was no longer 
presented, bu t partic ipants were asked to  rem em ber it (Harrison and Tong 2009). Few 
studies a ttem pted to  p red ic t h igher-level inform ation, such as stimulus category from 
imagery data. Reddy e t al. reported decoding categories "to o ls " , " fo o d " , "famous 
faces", and "bu ild ings" during the  imagery condition and the  generalization from 
the  visual to  the  imagery cond ition  in the  ventral tem poral cortex (Reddy e t al. 2010). 
Likewise, Cichy et al. (2012) p red icted  the  categories "ob jec ts ", "scenes", "body  
parts" and "faces" in the ir respective category-selective areas in the  ventral tem poral 
cortex during perception and im agery (Cichy et al. 2012). Taken to ge the r these studies 
po in t towards top-dow n reactivation o f sensory areas in the recall task.
In the present data, generalization from tw o modalities to  free recall was tested, 
and in all subjects small significant clusters d istributed o ve rthe  ventral tem poral cortex 
were revealed. More prom inently, the present explorative w hole-brain searchlight 
results give a novel h int on the  role o f the  prefrontal cortex (Subjects 2 and 3) and, 
possibly, parietal cortex (Subject 1) in the category-selective recall. Note, tha t in the 
previous experiments by Reddy e t al., (2010) and Cichy e t al. (2012), the prefrontal 
cortex was not included in the  analysis. In the first study, the  authors focused on 
regions o f interest in the  ventral tem pora l cortex, and in the  second study the frontal 
portions o f the cortex were no t covered during fMRI acquisition.
The functional involvem ent o f PFC in internally gu ided semantic processing is 
still uncertain. It has been proposed tha t the dorsom edial PFC and lateral PFC are 
involved in gu id ing  the  selection and retrieval o f semantic in form ation, in accordance 
w ith task-specific demands (Thompson-Schill e t al. 1997; Martin and Chao 2001; 
Martin 2007; Binder and Desai 2011). A nother view on the role o f prefrontal cortex 
in semantic processes comes from  the predictive coding perspective on hierarchical 
inference in the cortex. In th is view, perception is driven by top -dow n processes whose 
predictions are adjusted in the  face o f new data. Previous studies have connected the 
dmPFC-latPFC-AC circuitry to  p red ic tion  and error control (Bush e t al. 2000; Botvinick 
e t al. 2001; Paus 2001; Kerns e t al. 2004; Brown and Braver 2005) and h igh ligh ted  its 
role in semantic inference, including cross-modal tasks (N oppeney and Price 2002; 
N oppeney e t al. 2008; Laurienti e t al. 2003; Seghier e t al. 2010; Gardner et al. 2012).
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SUMMARY
To summarize, the present study explores the organization o f m odality-independent 
category-selective responses in the human brain, both during bo ttom -up and top-dow n 
semantic processing. This study used state-of-the-art high-resolution fMRI in com bination 
with sensitive methods o f statistical analysis (surface-based searchlight decoding) at the 
single subject level. The data yield a similar picture as previous research, h ighlighting 
the role o f IT/pMTG and prefrontal cortex in the cross-modal semantic representation 
(Simanova e t al. 2014; Fairhall and Caramazza 2013). We further extended the previous 
results by showing tha t category prediction in the free recall blocks relies on patterns of 
prefrontal activity tha t are shared w ith multimodal perception.
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Predicting the semantic category 
o f internally generated words 
from neuromagnetic recordings
Based on:
Simanova, I., Van Gerven, M ., O ostenve ld , R., &  Hagoort, P.
(subm itted).
Predicting sem antic ca tegory o f in ternally generated 
words from  neurom agnetic recordings.

INTRODUCTION
Afascina ting  challenge in cognitive neuroscience is constructing a device tha t w ill record 
neuronal activ ity  related to  word meaning d irectly from the brain and transform  it into 
a spoken word ou tput. B rain-com puter interfaces fo r speech (Brumberg e t al. 2010) 
could restore language function in p ro found ly paralyzed subjects, in troducing major 
changes in the ir everyday life. Construction o f such devices requires understanding o f 
cogn itive  mechanisms tha t underlie speech production.
Speech production is assumed to  be a sequential multi-stage process, moving from 
conceptual preparation, via lexical selection, to  form encoding and m otor execution. 
All stages o f this process correspond to  activation spreading in the language network 
(Salmelin e t al. 1994; Levelt et al. 1998; Levelt 1999; Costa et al. 2009; Indefrey and 
Levelt 2004; Hagoort and Levelt 2009). Each stage has its own distinct timecourse and 
underlying functional cerebral architecture (Indefrey and Levelt 2004; Hagoort and Levelt 
2009; Indefrey 2011). Presumably, the neuronal signal at each o f these stages could be 
used to  decode the intended communicative message. There are therefore multiple 
possible avenues fo r constructing a brain-computer speech communication device.
A  num ber o f experimental applications fo r silent speech brain-computer interfaces 
have been created in recentyears. Such applications use invasive (intracortical electrodes) 
as well as non-invasive means o f brain signal registration (electroencephalography (EEG) 
o r magnetoencephalography (MEG)). Electrode arrays, fo r instance, can be im planted 
in the le ft precentral gyrus, which is the cortical region that Controls articulation. It 
has been shown tha t neuronal activity recorded at this cortical site during subvocal 
speech can successfully predict a lim ited number o f single words (Kellis et al. 2010; 
Brumberg et al. 2010; Guenther et al. 2009). This potentia lly very promising type o f 
brain-com puter speech interface is solely based upon articulation, the final stage o f 
the speech production cascade. A  num ber o f studies used surface EEG to  decode 
single words and syllables (Dasalla e t al. 2009; Suppes e t al. 1997). In these studies, 
the signal was recorded from scalp surface electrodes, covering m ultip le cortical sites 
and most probably tapping into m ultip le stages o f word production, from semantic 
preparation to  articulation. To our knowledge, no previous studies focused exclusively 
on the conceptual preparation stage in an a ttem pt to  predict speech.
The perspective o f decoding semantic inform ation from the brain is particularly 
interesting because it is known tha t in certain clinical cases (e.g. anomia, (Badecker et 
al. 1995)) the  inability to  speak results from failures in word form  encoding rather than 
lexical selection. A  semantic decoding device could provide aid fo r patients suffering 
from such conditions. Besides, the decoding analysis o f brain signals can help to  further 
understand the mechanisms underlying conceptual preparation in language production.
Recent research has dem onstrated tha t certain patterns associated w ith semantic 
processing can be extracted from the brain signals recorded w ith EEG/MEG or 
functiona l m agnetic resonance im aging (fMRI). For example, the semantic category 
or en tity  o f an ob jec t can be successfully p red icted from neural activity patterns when 
the ob jec t is presented visually (Haxby et al. 2001; Cox and Savoy 2003; Kamitani and
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Tong 2005; Haynes and Rees 2006; Reddy and Kanwisher 2007) o r orthographically 
(Simanova e t al. 2010; Chan e t al. 2011; Shinkareva e t al. 2011; Simanova e t al. 2014; 
Murphy e t al. 2011). It can be argued, however, tha t the  use o f visual o r orthographical 
stimuli in these tasks introducé confounding visual o r phonological effects related 
to  semantic retrieval (Hwang e t al. 2009). An additiona l concern, more specific to  
visual stimulus presentation, is tha t certain perceptual a ttributes tha t are d ifferent 
between categories can bias the  decoding outcom e (Simanova e t al. 2010; Vindiola 
and W olm etz 2011). These confounds can be m inim ized by using an internally-guided 
word generation task, w ithou t presenting pictures or words to  participants.
In the  present study we set ou t to  explore the possibilities fo r decoding semantic 
inform ation from  the brain during in terna lly-gu ided word generation. This paradigm 
is challenging to  use in a neuroim aging study. O vert speech is associated w ith facial 
muscle activity as well as lip  and eye movements, all o f which can obscure the EEG/ 
MEG signal severely (see fo r example Aristei e t al. 2011; Brooker and Donald 1980; 
Grözinger e t al. 1975). Further, speaking is associated w ith head movements tha t can 
be p ro b lem a tic fo r MEG as well as fMRI measurements (Gross e t al. 2013). Some studies 
have a ttem pted  to  solve th is problem  by using delayed or covert naming to  ensure 
be tte r signal qua lity (see Aristei e t al. 2011 fo r a review). However, when naming is 
delayed or covert, behavioural measures such as com pliance w ith the  instructions and 
task perform ance are no t available. Furthermore, in a free word generation task, the 
response tim ing  is hard to  control, and possible differences in tim ing  between tasks 
may act as a m ajor confound in electrophysio logical experiments. Thus, designing a 
neuroim aging study w ith e ither overt o r covert speech production requires special 
a ttention to  the specific problem s stated above.
In the  present MEG study, we used a constrained verbal fluency paradigm. 
Participants were asked to  produce single words o f d ifferent semantic categories 
(animals, non-liv ing objects, countries). Participants were presented w ith a cue fo r 
the semantic category and a cue fo r the  initial letter. They were asked to  report w ith a 
bu tton  press if they had a word in m ind tha t matched the cue requirements. W ith this, 
we achieved control over tim ing  o f responses, and reduced the am ount o f speech- 
related artefacts. Follow ing a short maintenance period, participants produced the 
word overtly, p rovid ing us w ith a measure o f task performance. We used single-trial 
classification to  decode semantic category from  the MEG signal preceding word 
production, and achieved high predictive performance. Three d iffe ren t approaches 
were probed: classification was perform ed on the  signal timeseries at the sensor 
level, as well as on tem pora lly  and spatially decom posed timeseries. Classification 
accuracies obta ined w ith these three data projections were compared. The source- 
level timeseries analysis made it possible to  identify  brain regions tha t contributed 
most to  category pred iction. We discuss these results in the ligh t o f the literature on 




Eighteen healthy native Dutch-speaking subjects to o k  p a r t in the  study (5 males, age 
18-25, mean age 21 ±2 years). Data from  tw o  more sub jects  were no t included in the 
current study due to  extensive head movements. One m ore subject was excluded 
because the experim ental session was interrupted. A ll pa rtic ipan ts  were right-handed, 
and reported tha t they  d id  not suffer from any psycho log ica l o r neurological disorders. 
The study was approved by the local ethics com m ittee (Commissie Mensgebonden 
Onderzoek Regio Arnhem -N ijm egen). All the  subjects gave  w ritten  inform ed consent 
prior to  the experim ent. Subjects received e ither m onetary com pensation or course 
credits fo r th e ir  partic ipation.
Experimental design
Participants were asked to  produce single words o f d iffe ren t semantic categories: 
animals, non-living objects and countries (the la tter was used as a fille r category and 
is no t included in the  presented MEG analysis). Participants were presented with the 
semantic category cue and then the initial le tter cue. Subsequently, they were asked 
to report with a bu tton  press if they had generated a w ord  tha t fulfils the requirements 
indicated by the cues, and to  produce the word overtly a fte r a short maintenance period.
The experim ent was organized in short blocks, w ith th e  ta rge t semantic category 
alternating between blocks. Each block included 10 tria ls . A t the  beginning o f each 
block, th e  category t it le  was displayed on the  screen fo r fo u r  seconds. The experim ent 
consisted of 9 blocks per task category (90 trials per category). The order o f presented 
letters and the order o f blocks were alternated across subjects. The letters were selected 
according to the ir frequency in initial position in Dutch nouns (based on CELEX (Max 
Planck Institute fo r Psycholinguistics, The Netherlands, 2001). For example, le tter S 
appeared more often than D, w hile letters X and Y and Q w ere no t presented, because 
words beginning w ith these letters are very in frequent in Dutch language.
The tim e structure o f a single trial is shown in F igure 1. Each experimental trial 
started w ith a 1000 ms baseline interval. Subsequently, a le tte r was displayed fo r 200 
ms. Participants were instructed to  press a button to  re p o rt tha t they had a suitable 
word in mind. If no bu tton  press was registered w ith in  th e  3500 ms response interval, 
the tria l was te rm ina ted  (no-response trial). If the pa rtic ipan t pressed the button w ithin 
this interval, the tria l was extended fo r an additiona l 1500 ms. Subsequently, an icon 
dep icting  a m icrophone appeared on the screen. Now th e  partic ipant was invited to  
vocalize the word. The next trial started in 2000 ms. A  fixa tion  cross was presented on 
the screen before presentation o f the cues. A ll overt responses were registered with a 
m icrophone and recorded to  a hard drive.
The experiment lasted approximately 60 minutes and included tw o breaks. 
Participants remained seated during the breaks. A fte r the experim ent participants were 
asked to  fill in an evaluation form. They had to  indicate task difficulty, separately fo r each
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Figure 1. The structure o f an experim ental tria l. The experim ent was organized in short blocks, 
w ith  the  ta rge t semantic category a lte rna ting  between blocks. Each b lock included 10 trials. 
In the  beg inn ing  o f the block, the category t it le  was presented, fo llow ed  by the le tte r cue. 
Participants were instructed to  press a bu tton  if  they had had a w ord in m ind th a t fu lfilled  both 
cues. If the  partic ipan t pressed the bu tton  w ith in  the responsive interval o f 3500 ms, the tria l was 
extended fo ra n  add itiona l 1500 ms. Subsequently, an icon dep ic ting  a m icrophone appeared on 
the screen. Now the partic ipan t was inv ited  to  vocalize the  w ord. The next tria l started in 2000 
ms. (See Experimental Design fo r m ore details).
o f the three categories on a scale from 1 to  10 (1 -  very easy; 10 -  very difficult). They 
also had to  describe in w riting the strategy they used when perform ing the task.
Analysis o f task performance
All recorded overt responses were annotated by a native Dutch speaker. For each word 
the semantic category was iden tified  in order to  check partic ipants' com pliance w ith 
the  task. The most com m only produced words from  all participants are summarized 
in Table 1. For each trial the response tim e (time from the  le tte r presentation to  the 
bu tton press) was extracted. A  two-w ay analysis o f variance w ith subject as a random 
facto r and category as a fixed fac to r was used to  tes t fo r the  differences in response 
times in d ifferent categories across subjects (IBM SPSS Statistics 19). A two-sam ple 
paired t-test was used to  tes t fo r the difference in the  num ber o f responses fo r two 
categories. The behavioural measures were later correlated w ith MEG results (see 
Analysis o f confounding factors).
MEG acquisition
MEG data was acquired w ith a 275-sensor axial g rad iom eter system (CTF systems Inc., 
Port Coquitlam , Canada) in a m agnetically shielded room. Participants were seated 
com fortab ly in a chair w ith the ir head inside the sensor helmet. They were to ld  not 
to  move during the experim ent and to  fixate the ir eyes on a back-projection screen 
placed in fron t o f them .
The subject's head position was determ ined using coils positioned at the subject's nasion 
and in the left and right ear canal. Continuous registration o f head movements relative to 
the original position was performed during the experiment. Additionally, horizontal and 
vertical electrooculograms (EOG) as well as electromyograms (EMG) from two electrodes 
placed above and below the participant's mouth were recorded. The ongoing EOG, EMG
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and MEG signals were digitized at 1200 Hz and stored fo r off-line analysis. Overt responses 
were recorded by a microphone mounted on the wall o f the experimental room.
In addition, a whole-brain high-resolution structural T1-weigthed MPRAGE sequence 
was used to  image each subject's anatomy (TR = 2300 ms, 192 slices with voxel size o f 1 
mm3, FOV = 256 degrees), accelerated with GRAPPA parallel imaging.
MEG preprocessing
All preprocessing and analysis steps were perform ed using MATLAB R2011a (The 
MathWorks, Inc., Natie, MA) and FieldTrip, an open source Matlab too lbox  fo r the 
analysis o f neuroim aging data (Oostenveld e t al. 2011).
The data segments from -200 ms before letter presentation up to  1500 ms after the 
button press were extracted. Segments containing system-related artefacts or muscular 
activity were identified based on signal variance. Identified segments were inspected 
visually and rejected if contamination with artefacts was confirmed. The number o f 
rejected trials varied across subjects from 9 to  76 (on average 15±7% o f the total number 
o f trials). In the remaining data, line noise (50 Hz and harmonies) was removed using a 
discrete Fouriertransform. The data were subsequently resampled at 300 Hz and baseline 
corrected to  200 ms o f the baseline interval. Subsequently, independent component 
analysis was performed (Makeig et al. 1996). Components explaining horizontal and 
vertical eye movements, eye blinks and ECG were discarded based on visual inspection. 
Sensor-level timeseries were reconstructed from the remaining components. A t the same 
time, the remaining components were stored fo r subsequent classification.
A fte r preprocessing, all data segments were redefined such tha t the zero tim e point 
corresponded to  the button press. The tim e interval from -500 to  0 ms before the button 
press was used fo r analysis. A fter exclusion o f contam inated and no-response trials, the 
num ber o f remaining trials varied from  85 to  221 per partic ipant (on average 150±38).
Minimum Norm  Estimate source reconstruction
We used dynamical statistical param etric m apping to  reconstruct the sources o f 
neuronal activ ity (Dale e t al. 2000). This approach is favourable when there are no a 
priori assumptions on the location and /o r num ber o f current sources (Hamalainen and 
llm oniem i 1994). For each subject, a volum e conductor m odel o f the  head was created 
using a single-shell approxim ation based on an individual segm ented structural image. 
The source space fo r the m inim um norm estimate was defined as a triangulated 
cortical mesh, consisting o f -8 0 0 0  approxim ately equally-sized triangles. C o rtica l 
mesh re co n s tru c tio n  (D ale e t al. 1999) was perfo rm ed w ith the Freesurfer image 
analysis suite, which is docum ented and freely available fo r download online (h ttp :// 
surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). The volum e conductor m odel and the cortical mesh, 
as well as the  g rad iom eter positions fo r individual subjects were used to  create the 
forward m odel. Finally, the inverse solution was com puted, using the minimum norm 
estim ate o f the cortical activity at the  selected tim e  interval. The noise covariance 
matrix was estim ated at the  tim e w indow  from -100 to  0 ms preceding the button
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press. The noise covariance-scaling factor was set to  1x10'8. The source timeseries 
were then com puted at the tim e interval from -500 to  0 ms before the  button press.
MEG single-tria l analysis
The tem poral structure o f the preparation stages tha t precede single word production 
is discussed in detail in the work o f Indefrey and Levelt (2004). Based on a meta-analysis 
o f a large num ber or picture naming studies, the authors concluded tha t conceptual 
preparation and lexical selection occur approximately 600 -  350 ms before the response 
in overt naming (Indefrey and Levelt 2004; Indefrey 2011). Based on this assumption and 
on the present experimental measures o f the response tim e, we focused on the tim e 
interval from 500 ms to  0 ms before the button press (conceptual preparation interval). 
Single-trial classification o f the MEG data was perform ed at this tim e interval.
A  Bayesian log istic regression classifier (van Gerven e t al. 2010; Simanova e t al. 
2010) was tra ined to  identify  the  semantic category (animals versus non-living objects) 
o f the  to -be-produced word in each trial. A fiv e -fo ld  cross-validation was perform ed in 
which the  dataset was partitioned into five random subsets. Each subset was retained 
as the validation data fo r testing the m odel and the rem aining fou r subsets were 
used as tra in ing data fo r tha t run. This process was repeated five times. Classification 
accuracy (proportion o f correctly classified trials) was com puted in each fo ld  and then 
averaged to  produce a single accuracy estimate. The num ber o f trials be longing to  
each o f the tw o categories was balanced before classification: the num ber o f trials 
in the m inority class was estimated, and the same num ber o f trials was random ly 
selected from  the  m ajority class. Chance-level accuracy was thus at 0.5 in all tests. 
Significance o f the  classification outcom e was com puted using a binom ial test, which 
compares the perform ance o f the tra ined classifier w ith tha t o f a baseline classifier tha t 
assigns all trials to  same class (Salzberg 1997). In all tests, the signal over all trials was 
standardized to  have zero mean and a Standard deviation o f one p rio r to  classification.
A ll classification tests were repeated w ith three different projections o f the data: i) 
the sensor-level tim e series, ii) the reconstructed source tim e series iii) the com ponent 
time-series produced by the independent com ponent analysis (see MEG preprocessing).
The category "coun tries" served as a fille r category in the  experim ent and was 
not included in the current analysis. We focused on the contrast between animals and 
non-living ob jec t because differences in semantic processing o f these categories are 
well studied (Caramazza and Shelton 1998; Gerlach e t al. 2002; Martin 2007), which 
allows us to  link our results to  the existing literature.
Analysis o f confounding factors
As is evident from the analysis o f response times, in some subjects the response in non-living 
objects trials took longer than in animal trials. Response tim e differences could bias the 
classification in the interval before the button press since short trials may contain distinctly 
different cognitive processes than long trials. In order to  explore the possible impact o f 
this confounding measure on classification performance, we computed Pearson's linear
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correlation coëfficiënt between the response tim e in each trial and classification outcome 
(the probability that the trial belongs to  the category "animals"). P-values were computed 
against the hypothesis that there was a negative correlation between these measures 
(i.e. the classifier tend to  predict the class "animals" fo r shorter trials). This analysis was 
performed fo r each subject based on the sensor-level classification results.
A sdescribed in the  "Experim ental design" section above, the experim ent consisted 
o f short blocks, and the task category alternated between the blocks. It is therefore 
possible, tha t the b lock structure biased the classifier's performance. One possib ility  is 
tha t the  classifier predicted tha t trials be long to  the  same block (based on correlations 
or drifts  in the  signal), rather than same category. Another possibility is tha t the  mental 
state induced by the ta rge t category at the  beginning o f each block could be decoded 
during the entire duration o f the block, irrespectively o f the word production task. In 
both cases the  classifier w ould be able to  decode the semantic category from  the 
MEG signal during the  baseline period, p rio r to  the le tter presentation. To address 
this possibility, we conducted classification analysis at the baseline interval. For each 
subject, the  classification (same as the main procedure) was applied at the  sensor-level 
MEG data in an interval o f 200 preceeding the presentation o f the le tte r in each trial.
Feature localization
In o rder to  identify  which data features were used in the Bayesian log istic regression 
fo r p red icting  the semantic category, the  maps indicating the im portance o f data 
features were extracted (van Gerven e t al. 2010; Simanova et al. 2010). The relative 
im portance o f data features is expressed in term s o f the variance o f auxiliary variables 
in the  Bayesian logistic regression classifier (see Simanova et al., 2010 fo r details). 
The im portance weights associated w ith each data feature were visualized as feature 
maps (van Gerven et al. 2009; Simanova e t al. 2010; Chan et al. 2011). We focus on 
feature maps obta ined fo r source-level classification. In each subject, the  im portance 
w eights fo r each location were averaged across all tim e points o f the analysed interval. 
Resulting values were m apped onto  the  cortical surface o f individual subjects and then 
in te rpo la ted  to  a three-dim ensional g rid . This g rid  was defined as an individualized 
warp o f a tem pla te  grid , and therefore resulting three-dimensional maps were d irectly 
in terpretab le  in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. The maps were then 
averaged across subjects to  produce a group estimate o f the spatial d is tribu tion  o f 
im portan t features. Labels identify ing each brain region were extracted using the 
Anatom ical Autom atic  Labelling to o lb o x  (Tzourio-Mazoyer e t al. 2002).
For the group-level analysis o f the feature maps we thresholded individual maps 
at the 0.95 quantile  o f the d istribu tion  o f im portance weights. Subsequently, a group- 
level b inom ial test was applied, under the  0.05 p robab ility  o f success at each location, 
to  retain only those grid  points tha t survived statistical testing.




On average participants gave a response within the 3500 ms response interval in two- 
thirds o f all trials (58±15 words fo r animals and 56±12 words fo r objects). There was no 
significant difference in the number o f responses between categories. There was, however, 
a difference in the response times between two categories. Participants tended to  respond 
faster fo r animals (mean response time 1630+780 ms), than non-living objects (1840±780 
ms), F = 11.3(1), p<0.01. In the post-experimental evaluation some participants indicated 
that the category non-living objects was the most difficult. Based on the ratings from all 
participants, however, the difference between categories in the task difficulty was not 
significant: average rating scores were 5.3±2.5 fo r animals, 6.3±1.8 fo r non-living objects.
Inspection o f the most com m only produced words (Table 1) suggests tha t there 
was less agreem ent between participants in non-living objects, than in animals. 
A ltogether, the  behavioural results indicate tha t the task was no t o f equal d ifficu lty 
among the categories.
A fte r the experim ent, participants were asked to  report what strategy they used 
to  name objects. M ost o f the participants indicated tha t they used visualization o f
Table 1. Twenty m ost com m only produced words from  each task category. Dutch words are 
g iven w ith  English translation. Num bers ind icate the  num ber o f subjects (out o f 18) who 
m entioned the w ord upon encountering the in itia l letter.
Animals Non-living objects
hond dog 16 jas coat 9
aap monkey 15 mes knife 9
vis fish 15 tafel tab le 9
uil owl 14 vork fo rk 7
egel hedgehog 12 bal ball 7
muis mouse 12 boek book 6
beer bear 11 pen pen 6
olifan t e lephant 11 sleutel key 5
paard horse 10 fiets bicycle 5
rat rat 10 nietmachine stapler 5
slang snake 10 plank shelf 5
vogel bird 10 zaag saw 5
kat cat 10 kast cupboard 5
neushoorn rhino 9 lamp lamp 5
giraffe giraffe 8 beker cup 4
arend eagle 8 lepel spoon 4
tijg e r t ig e r 7 afstandsbediening rem ote contro l 4
kangeroe kangaroo 7 bank sofa 4
koe cow 7 deur d oo r 4
ooievaar stork 7 kapstok coat-peg 4
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certain sub-categories when perform ing the task. For example, in order to  name an 
animal they w ould  th ink o f a particu lar animal group, fo r instance farm animals or 
zoo animals. For naming non-liv ing objects, the most comm on strategy was to  list 
common household objects, by visualizing a kitchen or a liv ing room.
Results o f the  MEG single-tria l analysis
Figure 2 summarizes results o f the single-trial classification in the  conceptual 
preparation interval. The d o tted  line on the figure indicates the significance threshold 
(p<0.05). Classification accuracy was significantly higher than chance in most o f 
participants, which indicates the presence o f category-specific inform ation in the 
MEG data. The averaged classification accuracies (± Standard error) across eighteen 
subjects were 0.57±0.02, 0.58±0.01 and 0.61 ±0.01 fo r the sensor level, source level 
and independent com ponents classification respectively.
Results indicate that ICA decomposition slightly boosted classification performance. 
The classifier trained and tested on the independent components predicted the category 
correctly in maximally 70% o f trials (see Figure 2, Subject 15). Both sensor-based and 
ICA-based analyses, however, do not allow fo r comparing features across participants. The
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F igure  2. The accuracy o f  the animals versus ob jects classification in all experim enta l partic ipants. 
For each partic ipan t, the accuracies in three types o f classification are p lo tte d . D o tted  line shows 
th e  significance level accord ing to  the  b inom ial test.
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position of MEG sensors relative to  the head is slightly different in all subjects, preventing 
the comparison o f individual sensor-level feature maps. It is also difficult to  match ICA 
components from different subjects, since the spatial filters are determined individually. To 
circumvent these difficulties, we performed the classification analysis in source space. The 
classifier performed slightly better at the source, than at the sensor level. By further warping 
individual feature maps to  MNI space, we were able to  compare them across subjects and 
localize brain regions that contributed to  category discrimination at the group level.
Feature localization results
Single-trial analysis on the  source level allowed fo r m apping classifier parameters 
to  native brain space. Feature maps from tw o representative subjects are shown in 
Figure 3 whereas Figure 4 shows the outcom e o f the group-level statistical analysis 
o f feature importance. That is, Figure 4 depicts the group-averaged map masked at 
p<0.05 (uncorrected). Several salient brain regions can be identified in the averaged 
map. These are the le ft m idd le  fronta l gyrus (peak location at [-40, 44, 32]); le ft posterior 
m iddle tem poral gyrus ([-52, 60, 12]); le ft in ferior frontal gyrus ([-56 12 12]); regions in 
the righ t parietal lobe ([40 -64 48] and [56 -36 48]); right precuneus ([20 -80 48]).
For the clusters located in le ft m idd le  frontal gyrus, le ft in ferior frontal gyrus and 
le ft posterior m idd le  tem pora l gyrus the group level p-values were lower than 10‘2. 
However, none o f the clusters survived a stringent m ultip le  comparison correction.
Results o f the  analysis o f confounding factors
We tested if the classifier's p red iction in single trials correlated w ith the response 
times. We found a weak significant positive correlation (p<0.05, no t corrected fo r 
m u ltip le  tests) in five o u t o f e ighteen subjects (subjects Subjects 1, 3, 4, 14 and 16). 
This result indicates tha t the  classification in these subjects could be driven in part 
by tim ing  differences between conditions. Note, however, tha t only in three o f these 
subjects the  classification perform ance based on the sensor-level signal timeseries 
was significantly h ighe rthan  chance level.
The classification analysis at the baseline interval showed a significant outcom e 
only in one subject ou t o f e ighteen (Subject 18). For o ther subjects, the accuracies 
were close to  the chance level, and the average accuracy across the group was 
0.51 ±0.01. Overall, based on this result, we conclude tha t the  b lock structure should 
no t be considered a m ajor confounding fac to r in the  current experiment.
DISCUSSION
In this study we explored the possibility o f predicting the semantic category o f internally 
generated words from  observed brain activity before word onset. The results indicate that 
such prediction is feasible. Classification accuracies in the tim e interval prior to  speech 
production were above chance in a m ajority o f the participants. To our knowledge, this 
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F igure  3. H istograms (A) and surface maps (B) o f the feature im portance in tw o representative subje 
source tim e  series). Feature im portance was quantified  in terms o f the  variance o f auxiliary variables i 
im portance weights fo r each location were averaged across all tim e points o f the analysed interval. Re 
the d is tribu tion , the threshold used fo r the  group-level statistical analysis. C olour bar under the histoc 







F igure  4. Averaged im portance map masked w ith the results o f the group-level statistical analysis 
(p<0.05, uncorr., N=18)
We em ployed Bayesian logistic regression toge ther with three d ifferent projections 
o f the MEG signal: sensor-level timeseries, independent com ponent timeseries (based 
on an ICA decom position o f the sensor-level timeseries), and source-level timeseries 
(based on a MNE decom position o f the sensor-level timeseries). The results indicate 
tha t the ICA decom position improves classification performance in most subjects. This 
preprocessing technique identifies spatial filters tha t unmix the signal into tem pora lly 
independent components w ith a fixed spatial d istribution. This procedure effectively 
suppresses noise sources and is com m only used in classification o f stimulus-driven 
event-related potentia ls (ERPs) (Farquhar and Hill 2012).
Previous studies have shown that Bayesian logistic regression is not only an 
effective classification technique, but also a useful too i fo r studying cognitive processes 
(van Gerven et al. 2010; Simanova et al. 2010). The feature maps produced by this 
classifier can be related to  the d iscrim inability  between experimental conditions. Here 
we conducted a group-level statistical analysis o f the source-level feature maps in 
order to  identify brain locations com m only involved in semantic preparation in the 
word generation task across all the experimental participants. A lthough the e ffect was 
statically significant only when uncorrected fo r m ultip le  comparisons, the common 
structure in the importance maps revealed by the group-level test agreed remarkably 
w ith previous studies on semantic mem ory and categorical contrasts. Here we will 
shortly discuss these localization results.
The task used in the present study is very similar to  verbal fluency, which is w ide ly 
used in neuropsychology to  evaluate language and executive control in patients. 
Neurological observations and neuroim aging studies indicate that the le ftfron ta l lobe 
region is particularly im portant fo r verbal fluency (e.g. M ilner 1964; Thompson-Schill 
e t al. 1998; Hodges et al. 1999; Birn et al. 2010; Costafreda et al. 2006; Meinzer et al.
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2009). A t the  same tim e it has been suggested tha t the  network o f active brain regions 
is no t identical fo r tw o comm only used types o f fluency tasks: le tter and semantic 
fluency. A  num ber o f neuroimaging studies reported tha t le tte r fluency (generation 
o f words fo r a le tte r cue) yields activation in the le ft in ferior frontal gyrus (IIFG), while 
semantic fluency (generation o f words fo r a semantic category cue) yields greater 
activation in the  left m iddle frontal gyrus (IMFG) (Perani e t al. 2003; Birn e t al. 2010; 
Meinzer e t al. 2009). Both fluency tasks were com bined in the current study, and both 
fronta l regions em erged at the group-level analysis. The b iggest cluster w ith the 
high averaged im portance values was found in the  IMFG in line w ith the expectation 
tha t the  contrast between categories should coincide w ith reported activations fo r 
semantic fluency. In a previous study (Simanova e t al. 2014), we used the decoding 
approach to  identify patterns o f category-specific brain activ ity tha t are common 
across d iffe ren t sensory modalities. Participants perform ed semantic categorization 
task (animals versus tools) w ith fou r stim uli m odalities (spoken and w ritten names, 
photographs, natural sounds), and a classifier was tra ined to  pred ict stimulus category 
across modalities. The differentia l activation fo r  living and non-living objects in the 
IIFG, extending to  IMFG, was also found in tha t study (Simanova e t al. 2014).
A  second prom inent contribution o f im portance values in posterior m idd le  
tem pora l gyrus during the conceptual preparation also agrees w ith previous studies 
(see fo r exam ple Chao et al. 1999; Chao e t al. 2002; Maess e t al. 2002; Simanova 
e t al. 2014 and reviews by Martin and Chao 2001; Martin 2007). Posterior m iddle 
tem pora l region plays a central role in retrieval o f semantic know ledge (Binder et 
al. 2009; B inder and Desai 2011). This region has also been shown to  be involved in 
discrim ination between semantic categories independently  o f the  sensory m odality 
used fo r stimulus presentation (Simanova e t al. 2014; Fairhall and Caramazza 2013). 
Current results provide im portant evidence tha t the same region is involved in 
conceptual preparation during word generation in the absence o f perceptual cues.
An im portan t downside o f the vo litiona l word generation task compared to  Standard 
stimulus-driven experimental paradigms is the  im possib ility  to  control beforehand the 
characteristics o f responses, such as w ord frequency, im ageability, length, syllable 
structure, e t cetera. It is therefore im portan t to  co llect behavioural measures and take 
into consideration possible unwanted differences between experimental conditions. 
In the  present study, such differences in response tim es were revealed. The response 
fo r non-liv ing objects took  longer than fo r animals in many subjects. The difference in 
tim ing  could have had an im pact on classification accuracy. The conducted analysis 
o f confounding factors shows, however, tha t the  classifier's predictions fo r single trials 
d id  no t necessarily correlate w ith response tim es. This result provides fu rther support 
fo r the va lid ity  o f our findings.
The differences in em ployed recall strategy and task d ifficu lty between the 
categories may also act as confounding factors. The current results on localization o f 
d iscrim inating features therefore should be in terpreted w ith  caution. These confounds, 
however, do  no t depreciate the im pact o f our current find ings fo r the fie ld  o f brain-
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com puter interfacing. A  potentia l bra in-com puter speech device should rely on all 
characteristics o f w ord retrieval tha t can possibly render correct semantic prediction, 
including recall strategy and retrieval d ifficulty.
To summarize, the  present study shows tha t semantic in form ation can be decoded 
from  neurom agnetic recordings during internally generated word production, in the 
absence o f perceptual cues. These results have im portan t im plications fo r developing 
bra in-com puter interfaces driven by semantic inform ation and may help to  unravel the 
mechanisms o f semantic retrieval in language production.
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General discussion and conclusions

SUMMARY
The experim ental studies reported in this thesis focused on describ ing patterns o f 
neuronal activ ity tha t are common across d iffe ren t perceptual input m odalities (visual, 
auditory, verbal) and in production. This approach makes it possible to  separate 
conceptual processes from  pre-semantic stages o f sensory processing, and to  extract 
the neuronal substrate th a t supports conceptual recall in the absence o f external 
stim ulation -  th a t is, to  p inpo in t the processes tha t underlie th inking and imagination. 
A ltogether, the  fou r studies yie ld a consistent picture on the  neural architecture fo r 
m oda lity-independent semantic representations in the  human brain.
In the first study (Chapter 2) we investigated the  possib ility  to  identify conceptual 
representations from  event-related EEG based on the  presentation o f an ob ject in 
d ifferent modalities: its spoken name, its visual representation and its w ritten name. 
We used Bayesian log istic regression w ith a m ultivariate Laplace p rio r fo r classification. 
Marked differences in classification perform ance were observed fo r the  tested 
modalities. H ighest accuracies (89% correctly classified trials) were attained when 
classifying ob jec t drawings. In aud itory and orthograph ic m odalities results were lower 
though still significant fo r some subjects. The em ployed classification m ethod allowed 
fo r a precise tem pora l and spatial localization o f the  features tha t contribu ted  to  the 
performance o f the classifier fo r three m odalities. To reveal the  comm on category- 
related patterns across m odalities we used a transfer learning approach tha t identified 
the data features tha t are relevant to  all m odalities. These features were located in 
central posterio r and le ft posterior e lectrode sites. However, it was likely tha t picture 
trials biased the classification a lgorithm , allow ing a reliable perform ance fo r pictures 
and a m oderate perform ance fo r the o ther m odalities. The study remained inconclusive 
about whether category m em bership or visual properties drove the classification.
To address this question, in the next study we turned to  fMRI technique (Chapter 
3). Using a searchlight m ethod, we were able to  predict the stimulus category from the 
fMRI data while participants perform ed a semantic categorization task w ith four stimulus 
modalities (spoken and written names, photographs, natural sounds). Significant 
classification performance was achieved in all fou r modalities. In all classification tests, the 
classifier's testing phase always included unfamiliar category members, thus focusing on 
the conceptual, ra therthan perceptual attributes o f the objects. Furthermore, modality- 
independent decoding was im plem ented by tra in ing and testing the  searchlight 
method across modalities. This allowed the localization o f those brain regions, which 
correctly discrim inated between the categories, independent o f stimulus modality. The 
analysis revealed large clusters o f voxels in the left inferior tem poral cortex and in frontal 
regions. These voxels also allowed category discrim ination in a free recall task, where 
subjects recalled the objects in the absence o f external stimuli.
The third study (Chapter 4) extended these results by exploring the architecture of 
modality-independent response in high-resolution fMRI in combination with surface-based 
searchlight decoding, which ensured an accurate topographical mapping o f the brain 
activity. The method allowed fo r describing the location and spatial extent o f modality-
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invariant category-selective clusters in the inferior temporal cortex in three individuals. 
Despite the differences in the neural response between the individuals, the main outcomes 
o f the group-level analysis o f the fMRI study reported in Chapter 3 were replicated. We 
further extended the previous results by showing that the category prediction in the free 
recall task it largely driven by activity patterns in the prefrontal cortex.
Finally, in the last empirical study (Chapter 5), we shifted our focus from 
m ultim odal perception to  production. The study shows tha t semantic inform ation 
can be decoded from neurom agnetic recordings during internally gu ided word 
generation, in the absence o f perceptual cues. Significant classification accuracies 
were achieved using sensor-level MEG timeseries at the tim e interval o f conceptual 
preparation. The accuracies were fu rthe r im proved by decom posing the  signal 
timeseries w ith independent com ponent analysis p rio r to  the classification. Semantic 
category prediction was also possible using source-reconstructed timeseries, based 
on m inimum norm estimates o f cortical activity. Brain regions tha t contribu ted  most 
to  classification at the source level were identified . Remarkably, the localization results 
po in t toward category-specific activ ity in the le ft m idd le  frontal gyrus, le ft posterior 
m idd le  tem poral gyrus and le ft in fe rio r frontal gyrus, which agrees w ith the find ings 
in the  Chapters 3 and 4. These results provide im portan t evidence tha t m ulti-m odal 
perception and conceptual preparation are supported by the  same brain system.
THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
First, the reported data show that the left posterior and ventral temporal cortex are involved 
in conceptual processing, and serve as an important convergence zone. Chapters 3 and 4 
directly demonstrate that the left ITG, FG and pMTG display a common pattern o f activation 
fo r concrete objects, regardless o f whether objects are presented visually, auditory or 
verbally. This implies that neuronal circuits in these regions support the representation o f 
semantic knowledge by integrating information originating from different input streams. 
The cluster o f modality-independent activity in the group study reported in the Chapter 3, 
as well as in the individual subject data in Chapter 4, extended to  the m iddle and anterior 
portions o f the ventral temporal cortex. This is in line with a recent proposal that both 
posterior and anterior aspects o f the ventral temporal cortex are crucially involved in 
semantic cognition (Visser et al. 2010b; Visser e t al. 2012). Note, that some previous results 
indicate that the functional computations that take place in the anterior temporal lobes and 
the temporal pole are not category-selective (Lambon Ralph et al. 1998; Patterson e t al. 
2007), and therefore cannot be seen in the experiments reported in this thesis.
Second, w ith Chapter 5, as well as the  free recall tests reported in Chapters 3 
and 4, th is thesis bridges the research on semantic m em ory in production, recall and 
perception. The results reported in Chapters 3 and 4 show tha t semantic in form ation 
can be predicted from fMRI data during recall task, and a classifier can be generalized 
from the m ulti-m odal perception to  the  recall. In the  study reported in the C hapter 
5 we overcame the practical challenges tha t are usually associated w ith overt word
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production studies and showed tha t the  same netw ork tha t supports semantic 
processing w ith d iffe ren t m odalities o f perception also underlies initial stages o f word 
production: the retrieval in the absence o f perceptual cues.
METHODOLOGICAL EMPLICATIONS
The experiments reported in this thesis also have im portant m ethodological implications. 
Chapters 2 and 5 o f this thesis show the possibility fo r decoding semantic information 
from electrophysiologic/neurom agnetic signal. A  machine learning classifier tha t has 
been tra ined to  efficiently predict the mental state o f experimental participants, can be 
used to  build a brain-com puter interface (BCI), which provides a direct online connection 
between brain and machine (Wolpaw e t al. 2002; van Gerven e t al. 2009; Wolpaw 2013). 
A t present, most end-user BCI applications are based on EEG recordings, because EEG 
is non-invasive, portable and samples the brain signal w ith high tem poral rate. That is 
why; when it comes to  developing new BCI applications, it is im portant to  prove that 
a certain mental state, o r a mental event is reflected in the electrophysiological signal.
Chapter 2 shows tha t category o f a perceived ob ject can be successfully decoded 
from the early visual components o f scalp EEG. The classification accuracy in pictures 
modality was impressively high in all experimental participants. This hints at future 
research on conceptual decoding, as discussed in Chapter 2. Further, the experimental 
setup in the C hapter5 brings us even c loserto  a prototypical BCI system. The experiment 
has shown tha t the MEG signal recorded just before the  onset o f word production 
contains enough inform ation to  reliably identify the category o f the to-be-produced 
word, even though participants were no t explic itly instructed to  visualize the word.
FUTURE OUTLOOK
Embodied cognition hypothesis offers an elegant and comprehensive explanation on 
how ob ject concepts are organized and represented in the human brain. Yet, many 
recent studies have argued against this hypothesis, providing neuroimaging and 
neuropsychologicalevidence tha t is d ifficu ltto reconcile  w ith strongform sofem bodim ent. 
O ften, the  discourse is bu ilt around the question w hether the reported activation in 
the brain reflects the conceptual1 or perceptual level o f representation. However, it is 
d ifficu lt to  define what the "conceptual" level is. For example, does a neuron in the 
tem poral cortex tha t fires whenever we see an ob ject o r hear its characteristic sound 
represent the conceptual o r the perceptual level o f processing? O r a neuron in auditory 
cortex tha t fires when we imagine a te lephone ringing -  to  which level o f representation 
can it be assigned? I believe that concepts are form ed by a dynamic interplay between 
brain regions, where no regions are more "conceptua l" than others.
C hapter 6 | General discussion and conclusions
1 In the lite rature , I have encountered term s like "a m o d a l", "he te ro m o d a l", "m u ltim o d a l", 
"supram oda l", "trans-m oda l" and even "pan -m od a l". Perhaps the scientific com m unity 
needs to  agree on te rm ino logy  here.
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In the last decade, w ith the help o f neuroim aging studies, including those reported 
in th is thesis, the main nodes o f the semantic netw ork have been identified. However, 
inferences about the fo rm at o f conceptual representations cannot be drawn w ithou t an 
articulated m odel o f the dynamics o f inform ation exchange among the nodes. Thus, 
more research is needed on the  tem poral dynamics o f activations during semantic 
processing and on the functional connectivity between the nodes.
A nother fru itfu l d irection o f research lies in connecting the neuroscientific 
know ledge on ob ject representation and the research on semantics conducted by 
o ther scientific comm unities. For example, in com putational linguistics it has been 
dem onstrated tha t the word meaning is reflected to  some extent in the statistics o f 
co-occurrence o f words and phrases in very large te x t corpora (Dutnais 1997), w hile 
psychologists have studied word meaning through feature-norm ing studies, where 
participants are asked to  list the features they associate w ith various words, (Cree 
and McRae 2003, Dilkina and Lambon Ralph 2012, Hoffman e t al. 2013, Hoffman and 
Lambon Ralph 2013). Some studies have a ttem pted to  connect neuroim aging data 
w ith the semantic m odels produced by linguistic and psychological investigations 
(see fo r example M itchell 2008; Just e t al. 2010; Sudre e t al. 2012; Huth e t al. 2012; 
Carlson e t al. 2013). This approach m ight help to  tes t which hierarchical o r d is tribu ted  
connections between concepts are supported by brain architecture, and therefore 
reveal organizing principles concerning the  human conceptual system.
CONCLUSIONS
This thesis explores the  architecture o f conceptual representations in the human 
brain. The data reported in the chapters 2 -5 , to ge the r w ith earlier neuroim aging 
and neuropsychological studies, reveal tha t conceptual processing is supported by 
a fron to-tem pora l network, where the key nodes are localized in the posterio r and 
ventral tem poral cortex and prefrontal regions. The data discussed in Chapters 2 -5  
show unambiguously, tha t these brain regions are involved in ob ject recognition 
irrespectively o f input modality, and, moreover, support conceptual retrieval during 
ob ject recall and speech production. I therefore hope th a t th is data can inform  future 
research on semantic memory in the brain.
Furthermore, I hope tha t the data reported in th is thesis are relevant from the  
perspective o f m ind reading. W hile we cannot say ye t tha t we understand the  fo rm a t 
o f conceptual representations in the brain, the results indicate tha t some aspects o f 
semantic inform ation can be decoded from fMRI as well as electrophysiological brain 
signal. This find ing  encourages future research on decod ing  conceptual in form ation 






BAYESIAN LOGISTIC REGRESSION 
WITH MULTIVARIATE LAPLACE PRIOR
In Chapter 2 we aim to  p red ic t the semantic category y o f a presented noun from the 
EEG response x (the vo ltage measurements in 60 channels over the  samples at each 
2 ms), given the observed tra in ing data D = (y, X) and hyper-parameters 0 .  We use 
Bayesian logistic regression as the underlying classification m odel:
p(y I X,D,&) = fp (y  I X,P,0)/>(P I D,&)d$ •
Using Bayes rule, we can rewrite the  second term  as 
/>(P I D ,& ) «  p (D  I P)/?(P 10 )
where p(D|(3) is the  like lihood term  which does not depend on the  hyper parameters 
0  and p((3|0) is the p rio r to  the  regression coefficients. In th is paper, we used a 
m ultivariate Laplace p rio r th a t can be w ritten as a scale-m ixture w ith auxiliary variables 
u and v as follows:
p( p 10 )  = J(JjAYP*;0,«t2 + vt2)) x N(u;0,@ )N(\;0,&)dudv,
where N (x ;|j,0 ) denotes a m ultivariate Gaussian w ith mean |j and covariance matrix 0 .  
The m ultivariate Laplace p rio r allows fo r contro lling the p rio r variance o f the regression 
coefficients through the covariance matrix 0  o f the auxiliary variables u and v. We 
specify this covariance matrix in term s o f its inverse, the  precision matrix, because this 
facilitates the  inclusion o f p rio r know ledge about relation between covariates:
0 -1 = i v R V  
e
Here, 0  is a scale param eter which Controls regularization o f the regression coefficients 
towards zero and R is a structure matrix where r.. = -s specifies a fixed coupling strenqth 
s between covariate /' and covariate j. V is a scaling matrix w ith ^d jagoT ^on  the 
diagonal, whose purpose is to  ensure tha t the prior variance o f the auxiliary variables is 
independent o f the coupling strength. For instance, suppose we have five channels and 
ten tim e-points and we couple neighboring tim e-po in t w ith a coupling strength o f 100. 
In tha t case, the precision matrix w ould be o f the form  shown in Figure A1 -1.
The posterior marginals fo r the la tent variables (|ï,u,v) can be approxim ated using 
expectation propagation and the  posterior variance o f the  auxiliary variables u. and v. 
can be in terpreted as a measure o f im portance o f the  corresponding covariate x. since 
it Controls the  m agnitude o f the regression coëffic iënt (i,.
In this paper, across all the  discussed analyses, we coup led  data features located 
adjacent to  each o ther in tim e. EEG data is highly corre lated between channels due 
to  spatial m ixing o f the  activ ity in underlying neuronal source (Figure A1-2, Panel
A ppend ix  | T itle
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A). Therefore, the differences in responses to  the experimental conditions may be 
detected  in several nearby locations. Here, in the presence o f correlated features, 
the  sparseness property o f the m ultivariate Laplace prio r emphasizes one feature, 
while disregarding the others. In practice, the  selected data feature w ill be the  most 
inform ative channels and tim e-po in ts. The coupling o f features tha t can be induced 
by the  m ultivariate Laplace p rio r relaxes this p roperty  and allows strongly corre lated 
features to  be selected simultaneously. These observations are strongly related to  
the d iffe ren t regularization properties o f L1 and L2 regularization, which are often 
em ployed when classification neuroim aging data.
Panel B o f the Figure A1-2 shows the effect o f inducing no coupling, coup ling  
between neighboring channels, coupling between ne ighboring tim e-po in ts and 
coupling between both tim e-po in ts and channels. In practice, coupling will lead to  an 
adaptive sm oothing o f the data. Classification perform ance typ ica lly remains relatively 
unaffected when varying the em ployed coupling, while in terpretation changes due 
to  the  tradeo ff between sparseness and smoothness o f the im portance map. In 
th is article, we have chosen to  couple ne ighboring tim e-po in ts in order to  obta in 
im portance maps tha t are sm ooth in tim e and sparse in space.
In the transfer learning analysis an additiona l constraint was im posed. In this 
analysis we introducé m ultip le  datasets fo r the  classification, and we couple the 
corresponding time-channel points between the  datasets. For the K datasets {D r ..D J  
this is realized through an augm ented data matrix
D
yi X, 0 0 0
y2 0 X2 0 0
5
0 0 0
yK 0 0 0 X*
and the assumption tha t each covariate is coupled between datasets. I.e .,the  structure 
matrix is given by elements:
rü =
- s  if i  * j  and (i - j)m o d P  = 0 
l  + ( Z - l ) - s  if i  = j
0 otherwise
where P stands fo r the num ber o f covariates between datasets. In th is way, we couple 
covariates over datasets w ith coupling strength s.
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F igure  A1-1, Structure matrix, showing the coup ling strength between neighbour tim e-po in ts  
fo r an exam ple case o f five channels and ten tim e-po in ts.
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F igure A 1-2 . A . EEG signal correlation in neighbouring channels (an example from one 
representative recording). Channel numbers refer to  the equ id is tan t e lectrode m ontage, see 
illustration in C hapter 2. B. An illustration o f the coupling effect: tim e by channelmatrix o f the 
im portance w eights in four example cases: no coup ling  (upper left), tim e coupling (upper right), 
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F igure A 1-3 . An illustration o f variab ility  in the  ERP dataset. Left panel: pictures, m idd le  panel: 
spoken words, r igh t panel: w ritten words. A) Between-subjects variab ility  as shown by the ERPs 
from  20 subjects in response to  stim uli o f the d iffe ren t m odalities. This variab ility  is qu ite  typ ica l 
fo r ERP experim ents and is caused, am ongst others, by the large variab ility  in cortical fo ld ing  
between zsubjects. The single-tria l anaiysis is challenged by the low signal-to-noise ratio o f ERPs 
in relation to  the ongoing  EEG and artifacts (line noise, muscle and ocular artifacts), so it can be 
extrem ely sensitive to  the individual vo ltage d is tribu tions. This m ight explain the differences in 
classification perform ance across subjects. B) An exam ple o f w ith in-subjects tria l-to -tria l variab ility  
fo r one representative subject. The black line and blue area represent the mean and Standard 
devia tion  o f the electrical potentia ls e lic ited  by animals over the course o f the experim ental 
session. The num ber o f trials used fo r averaging: fo r p ictures N = 285, fo r spoken names N = 297, 
fo r w ritten  names N = 273. The red line and aquam arine area represent the  mean and Standard 
devia tion  o f the  electrical potentia ls e lic ited by tools: p ictures (N = 305), spoken names (N = 298), 
w ritten  names (N = 281).
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A p p e n d ix  Stim uli details fo r the  C hapter 3 and C hapter 4
STIMULI DETAILS FOR THE CHAPTER 3 
AND THE CHAPTER 4
Table A2. The full list o f experimental stimuli used in the study, reported in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
An im a ls Tools
P ictures
1 Subset 1 bear axe
2 camel drill green
3 cat drill red
4 cow electric saw 1
5 deer e lectric saw 2
6 dog  1 (chihuahua) hammer
7 donkey handsaw 1
8 e lephant jackplane
9 frog pliers
10 g iraffe roulette
11 Subset 2 dog  2 (husky) handsaw 2
12 do g  3 (retriever) handsaw 3
13 hamster pocket knife
14 hedgehog scissors
15 horse shear machine
16 kangaroo sledgeham m er 1
17 lion sledgeham m er 2
18 orangutan snips
19 sheep w ire cutters
20 tig e r wrench
Sounds
1 Subset 1 bear axe 1
2 cat (meowing) axe 2
3 cat (purring) blade
4 cow electric saw 1
5 dog  (barking) e lectric saw 2
6 d o g  (roaring) e lectric saw 3
7 duck mixer
8 Subset 2 e lephant drill 1
9 frog drill 2
10 gees hammer
11 goa t handsaw 1
12 horse handsaw 2
13 lion e lectric cu tte r
14 tig e r wrench
15 w o lf tube
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Table A 2 . The fu ll list o f experim ental stim uli used in the  study, reported  in the  C hapter 3 and 
the C hapter 4.
An im a ls Tools
Spoken and w r it te n  w o rd s
1 Subset 1 beer (bear) be ite l (chisel)
2 eekhorn (squirrel) b ijl (axe)
3 ezel (donkey) b o o r (drill)
4 hond (dog) boorham er (electrical d rill)
5 konijn (rabbit) d rilb o o r (jackhammer)
6 n ijlpaard (hippo) lijm tang (clamp)
7 o lifan t (elephant) priem  (awl)
8 schaap (sheep) schaaf (jackplane)
9 stinkd ie r (skunk) schaar (shear)
10 varken (pig) zakmes (pocket knife)
11 Subset 2 gorilla  (gorilla) figuurzaag (hacksaw)
12 kameel (camel) hamer (hammer)
13 kangaroe (kangaroo) kn ijp tang (wire cutters)
14 kat (cat) m estvork (pitchfork)
15 neushoorn (rhino) rolm aat (roulette)
16 paard (horse) sikkel (sickle)
17 panda (panda) sleutel (wrench)
18 rend ier (moose) tang  (pliers)
19 wasbeer (raccoon) zaag (saw)
20 zeeleeuw (seal) zeis (scythe)
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In d it proefschrift staat de neurobio log ie  van semantisch geheugen centraal. Het 
semantisch geheugen w ord t wel voorgeste ld als een netwerk van onderling verbonden 
concepten in het menselijk brein. Wanneer de mens een bepaald ob ject ziet, o f een 
w oord hoort, w o rd t de relevante concepten in d it netwerk geactiveerd worden. De 
experim enten in d it proefschrift onderzoeken neuronale patronen die rol spelen in het 
waarnemen van objecten, woorden, en taal productie.
In de eerste studie hebben we het verschil tussen categorieën van objecten 
onderzocht m et behulp  van elektro-encefalografie (EEG). EEG is een m ethode om 
elektrische potentiaalverschillen die in de hersenen zijn ontstaan, via de hoofdhuid 
te  registreren. In he t experim ent kregen proefpersonen objecten te  zien u it twee 
categorieën: dieren en gereedschappen. Elk ob ject werd in verschillende m odalite iten 
gepresenteerd: d o o r de gesproken naam, de geschreven naam, en een plaatje van het 
ob ject. De analyse m ethode die werd gebru ik t stelde ons in staat om EEG-kenmerken 
voor semantische verwerking te bepalen die relevant waren voor alle m odalite iten.
Om de exacte locatie van de bron van die de modaliteit-onafhankelijke activ ite it te 
onderzoeken, hebben we in een vergelijkbaar experim ent gebruik gemaakt van fMRI 
(Nederlands: functionele kernspintomografie). In de experim ent voerden proefpersonen 
een semantische taak u it op  vier stimulus modalite iten: gesproken en geschreven 
namen, foto 's, natuurgeluiden. De analyse onthulde gemeenschappelijk activiteit in de 
linker tem porale cortex en in frontale gebieden voor alle m odaliteiten. Aan het einde 
van het experim ent werd proefpersonen gevraagd om de items d ie ze hadden gezien in 
gedachten op  te halen u it het geheugen. O p basis van de fMRI activ ite it konden we zien 
o f proefpersonen op dat m om ent aan dieren o f gereedschappen dachten.
Ten slotte, hebben we onze focus verschoven van waarneming naar taal productie. In 
d it experiment moesten proefpersonen woorden opzeggen (bijvoorbeeld een dier-woord), 
zonderdat er plaatjes o f tekstuele aanwijzingen in beeld waren. Dehersenactiviteitvlakvoor 
het uitspreken van een woord werd gemeten met behulp van magnetoencephalographie 
(MEG) -  een techniek die vergelijkbaar is met EEG, maar meer sensitieve is. We waren in 
staat om semantische informatie te detecteren op basis van neuromagnetische opnamen 
tijdens deze intern gestuurde woordproductie. De semantisch categorie van een nog 
te produceren woord voorspeld kon worden op basis het MEG signaal vlak voor spraak 
met een nauwkeurigheid van wel 70%. Deze resultaten kunnen relevant zijn voor het 
ontwikkelen van hulpmiddelen hersensignalen kunnen omzetten in spraak.
Samenvattend onthullen de studies in d it proefschrift d a t conceptuele verwerking 
in de hersenen ondersteund w ord t door een fron to-tem poraa l netwerk. Deze 
hersengebieden betrokken zijn in het waarnemen van ob jecten, maar ook in en taal 
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